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Trends in Inequality of Well-Offnesa

in the.United States since World War II

Michael K. Taussig

Rutger& College
Department of Econbmics

'In revising this paper, I have made use ef a number of points made by fl--

the'participants in ,the "Trend in U.S. Income Inequality" conference at
pie Institute for Research oh Poverty on October 29 and 30, 1976. I

/regret that my Dotes from that conference are not clear enough pe.give
credit to specific individual& for particular ptints. I aM pleased,

however, to give special thanks to Edward C. Budd for detailed written
criticisms of the first draft 'of the peper; and to Alan Cyhen for saving'
me from two serious errors.
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Trends/in Inequality of Well_Offniesa

in the United States, since World War II

INTRODU'CT1ON

:,
,che current state-of knOwledge onThi:s paper atteMpts to summarize

..

'strends in inequality of economic T,:fell--of fness insthe United State since

World War II. In brief, it surveys al cernative answers to the ofttul

asked question: Has inequality in the united Statet Increased, Ocrehsed,
,

,

or remained roughly the same over a periPd of tithe? The following sample
_ . . -

of suqmary answers domes frqm econgmists wtio.bave recently studied ph:
,

question:

Not only is the distribution of income more equal in

etch year than-is indicated by th e Census figures, !At there

has also been a marked trend.towarcts eqUality oVer the 20%ear

(1952-1972] period. ifhis is part icularfy apparent.fmr ihe

lowest.quintilerwhose share rose from 8.1 percent in 1952

:to 11.-7 percent in 1972, an imOroment of 44 percent in theve

. relative position.of low.-;income faTilles. Most of this

-.
occurred since 1962, lage4.y As a reablt Of the expansion of

educatioh benefits.and in:kind t ra sfe4. (Browning, 1976;
. a

,

p. 93) ,
i

% , ,

. .

.

.
[We can make] tentatiVe'conc-17u$ ons about changes in the

Y

size distributIon of income from th6'immediate postweir\Nars
.. _ .

,

ta the 196. 0rs from'evidedce,drawn from a number of differea
4'

distributions. This evidence poinrs'to.a gain,by the middle

and upper part of the distribution. relative to the lower

groups and the uPper tail. (3udd. 197Q49,41.11 40)
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A more'unusua1 aspect of the data pertains toe the
,.
1958-70 trend.: In three of the groups there is a slow hut%

Persistent treng toward inequality. (llenle, 1972, p. 17)

. Our empirical analysis has shown that in lusion of .all

,

government spending and taxation-in household i comes sig-

ni,ficantly redbces effeCtive income'differences aCng income

\

classes in each year but that dis ersion in these post
-..--.

.

fisc income distribufions has not Changed significankly- be-

tween,1950 and 1970. (Reynolds and Smolensky, forthcoming)

It reveals the,decline in interfamily inequality of

incOMe, unobscured by changes in the age'-income profile,

and in the age composition of the I3opulation. . . In

contrast to the traditional view, the equation indicates

that inequality has.declined 23 percent in the 25-year

period,J947-1972. 1975,:p. 605)

According to Table 6-2, income inequality, as measured

by the log variance, has 'Av3arently increased substantially

among both Men and women sc orld 'War it [1947-1970]:

(Schultz, 1975, p. 155) r

Intelligent 'laymen, and i4d economists, might well be confused

about the appare divergence of viewsion this issue among expetts'.

One purpose of Taper is to recontile, as far as possible, the

disparate results coming out of recent studies. While some of cber

differences can be readily explaine by differences in the income,,:oncept

/b
and recipient uni.t.used, other discrepancies remain p putzle mainly be-

,

cause of ihe inadequacies of available data.

8
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,This paper proceeds according to the fbllowing plan: Section 1

'seis forth the basic Census and other time .oeries daia on trends in

income distributionksince WorldWar II. Section 2 discusses the well-known

conceptual weaknesses of the basic data and attempts to focus on those

particutar efects that might be expected to seriously affect erripirical

measures of long-run trends in inequality. Section 3 critiCally summarizes

important recent c6ntributions to the'subject of this paper And attempts'.

-.to assess the'success of;each ip resolving the problems raised IA- the

preceding section.. Section 4 gives some personal conc usions and'briefly

discusses the significance of measured trendi in inequality.

Finally, 1. witstrilruaio some important questions not examined here.

First, the discussion ignores the impact of the-business cyclepon

inequality and instead attempts to focUs on trend. Trend and cy-Cle are

of course difficult to distinguish in the postwar data and should be

treated sfulUltaneously in any rigorous empirical study.
1Second,

the

paper is limited to cOnsideration of the distribution of eClnomic.

well-offness amOng.the persons living in any given year and ignores .the

*.

complex of issues related to.intergenerational transmission1-0 inequality. .

n. )

Third, the focus is, as far as possible, on the problem of measurement

of inequality in economic well-offness to the negleot of a comprehensive

theory of what ultimate forces or mechanisms in our society caused the

observed, pattern of.inequality during the time period covered. While it

is impossible to measuf economic weil-offness and its distribution
. .

without.simplicit or ei icit.theoretical considerations, as the discussion

7, P
in section 2 will aiplv illustrate, ty overriding objective of the

/ .

paper ls to clar

(

fy empirical issues. A cOMitien pitfall in this area is.
, .,... or,

-
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for economists to lump to sweeping explanations of apparent histcifical

trends which are rp.valed by more careful study to he based upbn mis-

ft

interpretation of the datti.

1. THE BASIC TIME SERIES

Table 1 displays published Census Bureau estimates of money income

shares by quintiles and the top 5 percent of the size income distributions'

of families and unrelated indivi4uals separately for the yvars 1947-1951

and 1970-1974. The eStimates come from annual published reports of the.,

Census Bureau's Current Population Sur (CPS), carried out in the spring':

of.the year following evely calendar 'year annual income period. The OS

data are the only teas.mably consistent time series on the size distri-
.

bution of income in the United Stgtes covering almost the whole Population

over nearly the entire postwar period. Let me postpone for the moment

the many coneeptual difficulties in interpreting,the economic well-offness

content of these estimetes,-and look just at the figures themsOlves.

Table 1 shows slight trends to less inequality in both the family and,

unrelated individual distributions. On thewhole, however, the cqn-
,

sensus among economists is that thes figures reflect substantial stability

in the distribution of income o
-

Other estimates derived fro

e nearly three-decade period.

e same CPS source are displayed in

Tables 2 and 3 to supplement those in Table 1. The estimates in Table 2

are for quintile and top 5 percent of the distrilputio share frow 1958

through 1974 for a single distribution.Comhining unrelated individual

and family units. The size distribution'for the whole covered population

-



Table 1

Percentage. Shares of (PS Income, 1947-1951 and 1970-1974.

..---,

t,

011. Families

ThIrd.,

FLfth .

Fourth
Fifth

Lowese Second
Fifth 'Fifth

1974 5.4 r 12.0

1973 5.5 11.9

1972 5.4 11.9

1971 5.5 12.0

1970 5.4 . 12.2

17.6
17.5

L;.5
17.6'

17.6

24.1
24.0
23.9.
23.8
23.R

1951 4.9 12.5 17.6 23.3

-.1950 4.5 11.9 17.4 23.6

1949 4.5 11.9 17.3 '23.5

1948 5.0 12.1
r947.r 5.1 11.8

17.2

16.7
0

*:22

1970-1974
Mean 5r4 12.0 17.6 23.9

1947-1951
Me.an. 4.8 12.0 17.2 23.4

A

.4

tl. Unre1ate4Indiv1dua1s

,1974 4'.0 8.9 14.5 24.2 '

973 3.7 ' 8.6 14.4 23:9

1 72 3.3 8.2 13.8 23.9

19,71 34 ' $.1 13.9 * 24.3

1970 , 3.3 .7.9 13.8 24.4,

1951 2.9 ).0 14.1 26.7

1950 3.1 6.9 13.1 26.6 ..

1949 3.2 . 7.4 13.4 25.9

1948 3.3 7.5 13.4 24.9

1947 2.9 5.4 11.5 21.3

1970-1974
Mean 3.5 8.3 14.1 24.1

1947-1951 .

Mean 3.1 6.8 13.1 25.1

194871951
(Mean 3.1 7.2

c

13.5 26.0

Highest .Top Five

Fifth Percent

41.0 15.3

41.1 15.5

41.4 15.9
41.1 15.7

40.9 15.6 .)

42.7
41.8

42.8
42.5
43.3

41.1

42.6

48.5
49.5
50.9
50.4
50.7

49.4
50.3\
50.2
50.9
58.9

50.0

52.0

50.2

.

16.9'

17.3
lb.9
17.1
17.5

15.6

19.3
20.0
21.4

20.5
20.8

-18.2
19.3
19.4
20.6
33.3

20.4

22.2

19.'4

Sptirce: U.S. Bureatkof the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-60, Various

Numbers of Annual "Money Income of Families and Persons in the United.States."

Note: Estimates' for,1947-1951 calculated using grouped data; estimates for 1970-1974

calculated using ungrouped data'.
1 1
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Table 2,

Percentage,Shares of CPS income,'1958-1974,
Calculated Directly from Computer Tapes for

Families and. Unrelated IndiViduals

Lowest
Fifth

Second
Fifth .

Third
Fifth

Fourth
F1,fth

Highest
Fifth

Top Flve
Percent

,

.

1974 3.83 10.07 16.87 24.82
.

44.40 16.81

19,3 3.83 10.02 16.89 24.77 44.49 16.99

1972 3.66 10,02 16.88 24.69
. .

. 44.75 17.35.

1971 3.69 10.21 1710 .,24.72 44.28 17.03

1970 . 3.63 '10.34 17.24 24.68 44.11 16.94

1969 3.69 10.52 17.37 24.72 43.7o - 16:82

1968\ 3.80 10.66 17.40 24.66 43.48 16.84

1967 3.63 10:62 17.54 24.80 43.42 16.47

1966 3,80 10.65 17.47 24.68 43.41 16.73

1965 3.58 10.55 17.50 24.82 43.55 . 16.61

1964 3.43 10.36 17.30 24.79 44.12 17.22

1.963 3.43 17.46 24.83 43.87 16.86

1962 3.44

.10.41

10.4, 17.47 24.78 43.90 16,1.76

1961 3.11 10.18 17.22 24.61 44.88 17.74

1960 3.15 10.58. 17.59 . 24.72 43.96 17,01

1959 3.22 10.55 17.67 24.70 43,87 17.08

1958 3.25 10.78 1748'8 24.76 43.54 16.46

..

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, unpublished estimates.

1 '2



Table 3

Gini Concentration R:a'tio Estimates For CPS Inco.me, 19/s74974
s

,

Families Only:.

. Families and

Unrelated Individuals:

Families Only:

Calctlated from

Class. Interval

Families and,

Unrelated Individuals':

Calculated from

Class Interval

Calculated DireCtly Distribttions Based Calculated Directly Distribueions Based

from CoMputer Tapes on Pareto,Function from Computer Tapes on Pareto Function

1973

1972

1971

1970

1969

1968'

1967

1966

1965

1964 *

1963

,I9 2

IR 1

1960

1959

1958

1957

1956

1955

1954

1953

1952

1951

1950.

1949

1948",

1947

.356

.357 ,

.360,

.356

.354

.349

.348

.348

.349

.356

461

.362

:362

.374

.364

.361

.354

.358 . .409

.355 410 .409

.357 .414 .411

:355\ .409 .401

.353 .407

.347 / .401

.344 4 .4 0. .395

,S47 .400' ,399

.354 .399 .403_

.360' .403 r .407!

.361 .410 .405,

.364 .408 .405'

.362 .407 .407

.377 .420 .418

.366 .410' .410

.360 .409 -.407 ,

1354 .403 .400

'.351 :397

.358 .403

.363 .408 .

.371 .415

.359 .406

.368 .408

.368 .404

.389 .421

.385
, ,.421.

.37$ .415

.384'
,

.423,

.11:.., 'wo......
1 3' Source: U.S.'Bureau of the Census, unpublished estimates.

,

or



again appears quite stable'for the'shorter time period coverep.0; although

the estimates suggest that the shares A f the .40cond.and thffd qufntiles

fell somewhat during the period, with corresponding gain by the bottom

and top quintiles-. 1able 3Tresenta estimates of Gini concentration ratios

based on.calCulations taken, directly from the CPS coMputer tapes since

1958 and estimates from.class interval distributicihs for the whole 1947-

1974. period. The differences berween the xwo Ws of estimates are not

large for the 1958-1974 period, whith confidence in the

trends estimated f9r the whole postwar per' (Blinder and Eqaki, 19 6)
2

At any rate, the Gini concentratiOn rati estimates in Table 3 appear to

tell much the same story as the share estimates in Tables 2--stabiIity'

.in the Size distribution of CPS monO income in,the postwar'petiod with
,

slight tendency to more equality. Trhis conclusion depen4, of cotirse, on

the choice of initial and:final years for the cbmparison..-..It is also

,
sulljecrto the caution that the Lorenz curVes for the different y_e_ain

,

3
,the postwar period intersec/t, and therefore the Gini concentration ratio

/

is not a satisfactory suMMary statistic of inequality (see Atkinson, 1970.

It may also be worth Observing 'that those who,'like this author, read
/-

.atability into the numbers,shown in Tables 1-3 must have implicit notiOns

of some order ef'quantitative differences in Shares over time that would

-
.not be evidence/of stabhip. According to Table 2, the shar of,the.

t'

bottom quintile rose frbm 3.25 peftenX., in 1958 to 3.83 percent 1974,

an increase of almost 20 percent. One might reasonabl)f-argue that his

kind of change is evidence Of.a sub'stantial decrease in inequality.,

Instead of further discussidn of points of interpretatioh concerning

apparent trends in Ehe CPS distribution, it seems more useful at this

5
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point to examine in detaii the construction of the CPS estimates. The

important issues are (1) the CPS income concept; (2) the CPS income unit;

the_CPS accounting period; and'(4) certain relevant aspects of-the

APS niethodology.

The .CPS'income concept'iS:money indome,.defined as the sum of McineY

wages and salaries, net income from self-employment, Social Security income,

prop'erty money income (interest', dividends, income from estates or trusts

and net rental income), government cash ttansfer benefits,.and,a miscellanepus

category of private cash receipts such as private pensions, alimony, regillar

4
gifts and. othei periodic income (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976). The

,a.
. .

CPS income concept:Js gross of-personal'income taxea, the em i

ee'S'share.t

,

- -
of Social Security taxes, and of other direct taxes?'but inlcu :t11
government cash transfers. CPS income,does not include any fOrm Of.non-

money income, whether derived from the private or public.sed4or. Specifi-

cally, it excludes all public and private noncash transfers.; all net

benefits derived from government services, and all friage benefits related

-
to employment not receiVed in the form of cash._ CPS income does not in-',

clude either realized ornnrealized-Capital gains, .nor does it-account

for,the contribution of personal wealth to ecoRomic welfare other,than

/ 0

71e cash retUrn to assets reported by CPS respondents:.

: The.CPS i4come unit is either the family or an Unrelated...individual.

Population coverage excludes only inmates of institutions and military

. personnel overseas,or living on post in ,the United States. The CPS house-

hold consists of all the persons occupying a housing wit, and the 'CPS

family is defined as two_or more persons related by blopd, marriage; or

adoption-residing together in thR same household. An unrelated-individual

16
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-is a. person fourteen years of age Or:older not living,with hny 'relatives.

He. or she may live alone in a one-persOn hoUsehold,Or as.q5ne Member of

larger household 'tOgether wiTh other unrelated individuals, families,
:sr

Hence, the family and tha'unrelated irdivjdtia1 iI Ne.CPS are-.or'both:
7

' -

nor necessarily income- or consumption7pooling uni#S, TAcome,ox colisumption

'poOling within or between households is ignored'iA- tibleCPS income unit.

derinition,.(although noi the incoMe"definition:t r.1*.e extent that such
. .

pooling'takes .the form of regular cash.trahs.fers)./

The CPS,income7accounting period is.the-talendar Year, but the CPS

.

/

' provides an anotalous match between the ,inCome concept and the income
, 71 ,.

.-
. J

' i

unit. The.14tter is 'determined as 'itexists at the time of theSurvey
, ,

in the spring after the annual income,periOd. Thus the income of faMilies
1.

, I

does not include cash incom received bY membersof the unit in the Pre

vious year who leave. Xhe unit beforethe date of the interview. :If the
-

1

cause of Separation froM the unit is deathor emigration or, in ,some:

0 cases, entry into the armed forces, ,the income bf sueh persons _is not

included in the CPS total. The obverse of such cases occutS when the

,

past year's incdine of individuals.who join a family (or tombine with

other indiViduals to form a'new4amily) is included in the total family

°(new fam ly) incoma even if such'.ihcome was received-prior t joining

v
(or forming). tte.family.

CPS meihodology is important for the purpose of this paper, to, the,

eXtent'that either changes ih sUrvey techniques or success, in implementing,

old or new techniques, may affect long-term trends in the measureti. money
,

,

income distribution. The CPS is plagued by underreporting of income..

For example, the Census Bureau reports that in 1971'tha CPS compiled



88 percent of the benchmark eatimate of total money income (U.S. Bureau
. .

of the Census, 1972, p, 20. The proportIon of money income repotted by

type

97

repi

/
ranged from a.low of 43 percent for property incoMe to a high of

,----.
_,-

/4..,ercent for wages and salaries. Budd 4970) has summarizedithe under-

rting:problem in commenting: "The-CPS comes Close to being a.14.

4Istribution orearnings 'plus SOcial Security. payments" (p. ,256). Such

systematic underreporting of income will leave trenda'in Kncome distri-

butlon as measured by the CPS unaffected only if the degree of under-

not varied over time and ifreporting for each broad incom source h

the relative importance of each income s urce has stayed the same. The '

,extent and pattern of underreporting ove

some krese 4rchers for the more recent

time hrs already beeniananzed

part ofthe postwar period. We
41.

lso now a,good deai about variationsOvenitime in the

-

relative importance.

of the different sources of money income. 'Thus:future empirical studies

y be ablig to quantify the eff cts of underrePorting in ehe CPS on C

.measured trends in inequality.

A more general problem is that the techniques used by the CPS have

,changed over time; therefore, money income distributions for different

years are not completely comparable. The longr the time period involved

in the'camparison, the more serious is the problem of inconsistency in

the estimates. As Budd has noted, interviewillg methods, editing and

processing of the basic data vary overtime, and improvementsin7

techniques may introduce important elements of'nobcomparability over'time.

(It is worth noting that, despite improved intervfO'aing procedures, the

proportion of nonrespondents has risen ot:rer time.and, as is evident from

a study of thenonrespondents, they are predominantly from groups with above-

18
.
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average incomes, (Budd, 1970, ppq. 257-58). In general, when improvements

in suriiey:techniques are introduced,limited budgets preclude the continu-

ation of. the old methods merely for the sake of preserving historical

continuity of the size distribution of income time series. My personal

judgment that ineqUality estimates frOm the CPS show a good deal of

stability over the 'postwar period is based partly on the nonv9rifiable -

--

impression that variations in the quintile share arid Gini coefficient

/
estimates are small relative to the random variation or noise caused

by lack'of consistency in CP'S techniques over several' decades.

TheTroblems with the CPS time series are- seriOus enOugh, but the

. few alternativ,e data sourceS fOr the Study of long-run trends in U.S.

incol6 inequality seem Clearly infe4o Probably the best of these

alternatives-is the oldAffice off, BusineSS Economics (OBE) and the new
9,!

0. ,

,Bureau of Economic'Analysis:(BEA) series on the distribution of personal

incohe among Consumer unit's. Table 4 disPlays isohe estimates, of quintile.

..and top5 percent of the ctistribution shares of personal income from the
.

,
,

old and,new series on personal income-for selected years from 1929 to 1971.

Thre great advantage of these series is that, in contrast to the CPS

4
series, their personal income concept is fully acccwnted for in the esti-,

mates. The income unit is the consumer unit, either, the family or

unrelated individual, asdefined by the Census Bureau'. The income

qccounting, 'period., as in the CPS, is the calendar year. Unfortunately,

.both ihe old .(1929-490) ahd-new'(1964719.71) time serie§ are iil-Suited

. for the study of-leng-run trend§ in ineqUality. Indeed, the old nhE

series 1,,;a-s discontinued becauSe of.out-of-date bendhmarks and deficient

methodology; ,the new estimates, while improved in both respects, are

1 9
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Tgble 4

;Percentage Shares of Family Personal /ncome,' All Consumer Units, Selected'Years

..,

Lowest
Fifth

Second
Fifth

Third
Fifth

.

Fourth
Fifth

'Highest
Fifth

Top Five :
Percent

1929 3.5 9.,0 13.8 19.3 544 : 30.0

1935-36 4.1 9.2 14.1 20.9 .51.7: 26:5

1941 4.1 9.6 15.3 22.3- 48.8' 24.0

1944 4.9 10.9 16.2 22.2 45.8 % 20.7\\

1947 5.0 11.0 16.0 ,22.0 46.0 20.9

1950 4.8 10.9 16.1 22.1 . 46.1 4

1956 4:8 11.3 .16.3 22.3 45.3 ,f: .2,

1961 4.,6 10.9 16.3
.

22.7 45.5

,,,,,,.,

;- 19..6'

1964 4.2- 10.6 16.4 23.2 45.5 20.0 '

1970 4.6 10.7 16.4 23.3 44.9 19.2

1971 4.8 10.8 16.4 '23.3 44.6 19.1

'Source: ,Daniel B.. Radner4and John C. Hinrichs,."Size Distribution of
Income in 1964, 1970, and 1971," Survey of Current Business,
Vol. 504-no. .10 ,(October, 1974), latcle.10, p. 27.

Note . 1929-1961 Estimates ficim "old series;"):964-1971 estiMates fiom "neW

series."

2 0

)
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defi4g.ent for ou4 Purposes hecaufseAheY cover at'best only the 1964

to 1971 period ahd because the 1970 and 1971 estimates are essentially

1964 estimates.just exlrapolailons of the basic Furthermore, as the

'BEA acknowle ts, the new series is not really co parable to the old
\\

-

series in so (see Radner and
. -

important aspects richs, 1974). The

BEA'S work on the new series is Ong oing and, if successfuli couldfprrovide

a major new sourceof information in t he.future on trends in inequality.

Despite the deficiencies of

vides, as summarized in Table 4,

CPS'estimates in Table 2. If we

9
presume that share estimites

because f difference's in income

the 'BEA seriesthe'informatión it pro

can be usefully compared with corresponding

fo6.1s Op the yearA.964; for example, we

differ between the two tables mainly

concept and the underreporting of income

in the CPS estimate§. The n erenna income Concept of the BEI* includes,
= r

ih addition to money income, sevetel !YPes-of imputed income, Medicare

benefits received, And the net value of foOd stamps, and excludes personal,..

taxes for soCial insurance. The result of these differente8 can be

seen by comparing share estimates f°r 1964 in Tables 2 and 4. The esti
..

mated share of_the-bottom quiotile is.almost onefourth,higher in the BEA

than in the CPS but the estimated shares of the toP quintile and 'top 5

percent Are also considerably,higher in the BEA-. Such comparisons for a

single year are interesting in th0ir own right, but they are only suggestive-

for fUriher research on long,-term trends in income inequality. The BEA

trend estimates in Table 4, Ior what they.are worth, do tendtO confirm

the general. ithpression of

and to cast some doubt. on'the CPS.

y in tncome-sbares in.the postWaroeriod,'

vidence shoWiii-g some small movement.

toward more equality during he period.
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One further s

15

ource of time serieS Cats on inequality worth noticing

here is Internalilevenue Service statistical summaries of personal irikel

come tax returni% The time series that can be derived from these data

''F I I
Li provide the only.statistical evidence of which I am aware that support

the assertion.that income inequality.among. families or consumer, units has

actually, increased,dUring the postwar period (see Gastwirth, 1972). The

evidence eir.om persbnal tax return data isorucially flawed, however,

because the income concept for that series--adjusted grOss income (AGI)--

excludes several transfer sources.of income,
^

such as Social SeCurity and

welfare benefits, ttfiat have increased greatly in both absolute and rela-
,

tive"amounts in tA postwar period. (This point is discussed further in

Section 2 beloW.) The omission of tliesesOurces of income strongly biases

the /WI series tOward showing greater ineqUality over time, since they

are known to be. heavily Concentrated among,low-Money-incOme consumerunits.
:..

The 'ALI income-concept.has Several other, imPortant cOnceptual shOrtComings

as an index Of economic well-offneSs.' FurtherMore, it:tOo'iS. underreported,

41110',althoUgh.the'pattern differs som from that of the CPS. The tax return

unit is most inappropriate as a cons ption-pooling unit for the study .

of income distribution. The AGI series is jubject to inconsistency in:

,both.its income 'concept And tax return unit aspects beCause of periodic

changes'in. the tax.law, changes in the law affecting the definitiOn

of capital gains versus ordinary income. In short the perSonal income

tax data is of little use for the study of long-run'trends in income

inequality except.as a'source Of 'information On the underreporting by

high-income groups of-certain forms of income over time in the CPS or

other suryey

A
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Finally, I wis41 to call attention tp twp important studies quoted

in the IntroduCtion to this paPer that might be carelessly misinterpreted

as showing that long-run inequalityqin the United States is increasing.

Schultz's (1975) excellent study of change in personal income distribution

covers 61e194771970 period. The finding of increasing overall inequality

during this period is severely qualified in his detailed anal10.s; more-

oVer, this analysis applies only to the income of persons with'income

th the CPS, not to families, households or consumer units. Schultz

exPlieitlY'choselo study'individual intomes rather than family incoMes

for the purpose of testingra behavioral.model ,Of earnings inequality.

Neither he nor anyone else has yet provided a link between such a
,

of the distributionbehavioral model and the measurement of economic'

well-offness of consumition-pooling
-

to.the well-known study by.Henle (1

incr asing inequality of individual

its. The same general. point applies

which fitds some evidence of .

1970 tbased on CPS earnings data. The

many important findings of value

e. worker earnings from 1958 through

Schultz and Henle studies contaiu

for the study of the generation of

inequality oveiltime in our society, but they bear only indirectly on

the question of trenda_le-441/e distribution of well-offness among ,the whole

population.

For two important reasons,, time series data on inequality of earnings
.

'. or incomes of individuals tell us.little, unfortunately, about t!rends in
'

economic-well-offness. First, individuals live mainly ih familyfor

househol,d'units which pool aarnings and other personal incoules fc:r common

consumption. It is quite plausible, therefore, for the same,,tzend in

economic behavior to result both in greatet inequality of indiNiidual

2 3
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1#

earnings and-.in less inequality of economic well-offhess, e.g., increasing

labOr, force participation of low-paid see'Ondary workers in family untts.

The relationship between.sle of ljailly-incoMes and size of individual
J-

earnings,is most complex. Gramlich (1976, pp. 443-49) Nas.recently

reported some evidence for the.year 1973 showing that a surprfsingly

high number of low-wage workers come from,high-Ancome families. Second,

an increase in.earnings inequality over time might be the result of the

growth 'of goveruRent measures leading to equalization of economic welfare

for some groufs in the population, e.g., the possible effect of Scicial

Security incne in increasing'the extent of'part-time employment among

&.
the.dged and other beneficiaries. In s ort, we must look directly at

trends-in inequality of the economic wel offneSs of income-pooling units

and not at the trends in inequality Of individual income components.

PROBLEMS IN INTERPRETING THE BASIC TIME SERIES

1

This section discusses the conceptUal problems with the CPS time

series on intome distribution. I shall henceforth ignore the serious
4 A

° practical problems associated with CPS survey methods over time and focus

\the ques410\of the shortcomings of a hypothetical time series of

money income which is fully consiWtent over time and in which the income

concept is fully and accurately reported. 'The problems with such an

ideal time series fall into three categories: the income (or wealth or
,

consumption) concept; the income unit; and theAncome accounting period.

The discusseon below is not intended to give a full or definitive treat-

,

ment of these issues;'? tether, 'itAttempts to show how each is relevant

2/i
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.1 I

to theproblem of.interpreting empirical measures of 114..4end in
\

inequality over the postwar/period.

The Income Concept

I.

Y.

I

The rigorous rheorist would begin" discussion of the in ome concept

issue by posing sophistic ed questions about how to relate ti e series

data on income to utility measurement and interpersonal compari4ons of

utility. Since I can not answer these,questions, I shall presume that
&

economic well-offness is adequately measut- by persona& command over

scarce resources. I shall also presume for the moment that a fully com-

prehensive income concePt is best suited to le.desired measure of economic

well-offness. The issues of incothe versus consumption and tht role of
,

wealth are taken up separatelY.,below. The standard public' finance approach,

followed here, involves taking the.Haig-Simons definition of ipcome--the. /

T, "4'f 7 /16.
"algebraic sum of consumption and change in net worth dyer the income 4;-,I0:::,

\
accountini periodas the comprehensive income concept*nd assessing the ..

.\

°comparative shortcomings i..nother income concepts by thi! standard.
6

.

CPS versus Haig-Simons. The CP.S money income cOnce differs in .

N,
many respects,from the Haig-Simons standard. The major differences, for

the purpose of interpreting the CPS rime series, include the following
f

points:

1. CPS money income excludes all forms of nonmoney income and con-

sumption. Among the exclusions Are goods and services produced privately

for own consumption rather than sale through the market and noncash fringe

. benefits provided by employers, including personal consumption of,leisure

goods and services on 0-Ie.:job.

r1.

\
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2. CPS money income takes po account of the real consumption value

of tke voluntary leisure enjoyed by-memberS of the income unit, This

problem is difficult to di-stinguish conceptually krenr.the Problem of

income from home producron included 141. the first point.

4 3. CPS money income is gross of taxe; but includes all regular public

'and private.cesetrautfer benefits. It excludes all noncash transfers

and the value'of governmen services not sold to households on a private

market type basis.

4. CPS money income in ludes only monetary returns from nonhuman

assets. It excludes all capi 1 gains, realized.and unrealizeil, and the

nonmonetary returns to suC'h as ets.

5. CPS money incoMe_is it adjusted-for systematic.price differentials

that, together With money incom4, determine the real: market,Consumption

component of Haig-Simons income.,

Each of the_ above points may affect the measured size distribution, .%

of income in.any one year. The question remains whether they might

reasonably be expected to wash out in a consistent time series of money

income distributions. That is, ia the relative importance of each and

its distribution by money income class more or less constant Over the

postwar period? Availabledata permit only partial answers.

Nonmoney income.. Fyrt, consider the relatiye importance and dis-

tribution of nonmoney income over the postwar period. On the one hand,

it seens a reasonable presumption that such income is relatively'more

important among the farm population than among the total population.

know that this population has shrunk drastically in both absolute and

relative numbers since World War II: from over 25 Million X18 percent
9

2 6
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of the national total) in 1946 to under-9 milliOn (4.2 percent of the

national total) in 1975 (U. S. President, 1976, Table B-85, p. 270).

The average CPS money income of farmers has been fat below that of the'

0 /

rest of the population during the period. These facts.suggest that the

CPS money income:time series is biaaed towards showing less inequality

over time; as jow Money-income farmers have 6hanged to nonfarm employment,

their increase in money income.has probably exceeded their increase in

real income ,by some amount of foregone nonmoney income. This conclusion

is based only on a superficial review, of the available figures--it

deserves serious investigation.

On the.other liand, evidence eXists on the great and. increasing

-importance of nonfarm, nonmoney income and consumption. In their pioneer7

ing study; Nordhaus and Tobin (1972,ftable 1, pp. 16-11) estimate that

nonmarket consuMption grew from about three-fifths of personal market
4

consumption.(as defined in the,national income accoUnts) in 1929 to

about tree-fourths of such ConSumption in 1965.(see.also Scitovsky,
' . -

1976, pp. 278-82). 'Their estimates do not include any nonmoney income

associated'with time sPent in paid employment. Nordhaus and Tobin's

:estimates are subject to a great.deaI of error, as the authors.clearly

acknowledge, but'the great,importance of nonmoney consumption in a

comprehensive income measure for any one year is beyond question. I

know of no evidence, however, beari on how changes in-the size and

distribution of such consumption affect our measures of income inequality

oVer time. .SOlultz (1975, p. 166)' has hazarded a guess that incoue in

kind (including emplOyer-provided fringe benefits', expense eéCoun.ts,
,

in addition to the nonmarket production estimates in Nordhaus and TObin)
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,

is positively correlated mith money income and makes real income inequality

\
*

k

greater than measured money income inequality in any.one year, but he

. 4
r

carefully r.frains from further cor4ecture-on the effect on the time
:.

series;trend (see also Epstein, 1969, p. 173).

t
,

In sumfnary, we simply do not know whether the omission. Of all forms

iof nonmoney income from the basic CPS data and ofher time series based on

- money income invalidates all empirical statements abouCtrends in inequality

. ,

.1._since World War II. :The research agenda on this-queation is challenging.

,

One suggestion Tior fm;ture investigation.is to separate, wherever possible,

.
.trends in income-diatributiOn.for farth or(rural income unita from those

, .

trends,for the Urban population. In my oWn Work on measurement in in-

.

equality:in a single year, I. resorted to the unsatisfactory expedient of

y sample (Taussig, 1973). The moreeliminating rural' income units

general problem requ*res much uore ambitious' efforts at data collection,.
1

Specifically, the present an al household survey on money'incbme needs

o be expand4 to provide information on the value of employer-provided

-fringe benefita and'on the use Of time off the job. .At.present4there exiSts

no consistent time'series,on the distribution of frf,ngelbenefits Such as

employer-paid vadations or health insurance that can be linked to.size

distributiOns of money income bver time. During the.postwar period, large-
,

employers in both the.public and private sectors.have provided their

- .

eMployees,'especially their top employees, wiih,a wide variety of nonmoney
a

benefits, including in-some cases pleasant working conditions and great

job security. These developments amount'to the growth of a welfare state

for,the individuals concerned.
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Tbe same point applies, of course, to the value of time spent on

do-it-,Arself activities,and other production outsi'de the market.. We

might sutpect that, because ofour progressive tax system, both of these

forms Of income have grown disproportionately for tipper4inCome groups

:dver,time. abience Ofrelevapt empirical work, however..tbe

'qUantitative iniportandeAf. tbiafpOint for meaSureMentof trend's in
.

inequality cannot be assessed.

Nonmarket time. Many of the points in the above disCussion apply

'equally to'the omission of the value of voluntary leisure from existing

'income timt series. Nordhaus and Tobin (1972, Table 1, pp. 10-11)

estimate imputed values for leisure far in excess of the market contumption

A
included in personal income in the national,income accounts. The commapi

-

problem is the omission from the CPS money income time series-,of the

value of tide not Spent paid market work. Important trends .in-the use

of time over the postwar period can readily be documented. First, we
o.

knoW that young people spend morejtime in school ooi.7 than was,the case

4_, immediately after World War II. Second, older people leave the labor

force earlier nowdpecause of retirement and disability tban in the1940's.

Third.* Married:Women.'spend more time.inthe labor fprce, on average,. than

, .

in the past. As the net result of,these,trends, the positive association

between relative size of CPS.money income of families and the number of

earners per family has become.somewhat stronger ovar the postwar period.

Fot"exaMple, the mean number of earners in the lowest quintile of families

falls from 1.05 in 1950 to 0.85in 1974; for the highest quintile. the

'movement was from a meadof 1.93 in,1950 to a mean of 2.31 in 1974..
7

- ,
. .

-These developmentsitkave occurred slowly and steadily over the postwat
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period (although not originating at tI beginning of the period) and the'

latter, two, at least, appear to be'ongo 'How should ihey.be incorpo-

ratedinto a money income timeaeries or studying tiends in inequality?
-

Morgan and .Smith (1969). have-taken the, aPproach of constructing an
A.'

. 4.11,,t '
. . . .: - '. .

index of ftpiomic well7offpess as.the:prodUPCt. Of an'indeX..o a.:;family
.,

command ovet ritources :(de,flnea as money income.'eafiated.Jat_e timaed-
' N

aonsUmption needs) and another index of leisure per adult, constructed as'

a residual after accounting for7rime'spent at work or at pecessary rest

and for time.unemployed'or unable to work. They-4ssume, in effett, that

ihe ecpnoMic well-offness of the inconte,unit can be approximated by a

'rectangular hyperbola between the consumption of.market.goOds and leisure. ,

An=lhov a-leisure ts'arbitrarilY assumed to be. of equal value té all

I ,..
.indiVidu4s-regardless of-their 'market wap'or the.productivity of their-

nonmark t. time.
14\''

yhe major alternative tie the.Morgan-Smith meltod is to value non-

market time explicitly by-some observable measure. The prime cand date

for such a measUre is the market wage rate. If there is no p sitiv or

negative utility frp the last hour.of work, the value of an
A

dast,hour of ndinarket time should be equal to the net after- 4,age if

Wbrehe is in equilib*iuM.- Theie are:many seriOUa tonceptual and

praCtical difficultia.Withthe use of the net market wage rate measure

of the DValue'of nohmarket time. However, present data sourcesdo oot8

provide.any good alternative method for incorporating the 'Value a non-

markettime in 4 comprehensive meae of well-offness, and economists

have recently begun to make significant progress in broadening the income

conceptiby taking this approach.
9 Unfortunately, this work is confined.

30
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thus far to measures of income inequality in a single year, and '1.'not yet

been extended to time series applications.

611.

:
,WOUld inclusion'Of the value of lionmarket,tiMe in iicomprehensive

. .

income concept affect current measud trends in inequality based only on ,

,*..
/

,. .
,

money income? In the absence of systematic empirical work, we can only

,
speculate about the possible effects of the fialor developments in labor

force participation rateaYainCeMorld Way IL'on,trenda in -4'nequaliti
,

.

.

measures. ,The lengthe of ormai sdhoolf4NKing.the periOd might
. , 6

...;.

be expected..to haVe biased: inequality measures upwa cl4rer time:to the
4, ..-.

.
4..-

extent that young people in school with.low money indOmes have'lkeen incItided
i

as separate income units by the CPS. Earlier retrreMent and more extensive

withdrawal from,tiklabor force because of disability by older workers

have likely hicl'a s±ijar egfect. The mon4c,;:income fail of inC'ome.,UnIts

headed by such individuals,May 1.xaggerate their real inGomeJall because
L=

of the additionalluinmarket time available t&thFiaier.Withdrawal from

the labor force.. The Steady- decline 4n labor force pditiCipatiOn of the
:

low money-income aged therefore biases up*afd inequality Measures' over

the 1SOStwar period.. Not.all such behavior haa.been iiolurtsary, of course,

and the quanttatiVe'significance of,the effiect..on measured inequality
6

cannot be assessed without muchmore extensive study. -

, Labor force participation of married women. The steady rise in the

labor foreeparticipation rate Of\married Women prábably has imparted a
\

L,,.: - V, ' .

downward bias to the postwar trendlheasure of money income inequality.
4

In any one year, the earnings of warking wives slightly'décreases measurect

inequality in family earnings and, presumably,_also familY money incomes

.(4incer, 1974,-pp. 123-25), For. a Meastre o.f inequality.pf comprehensive
'
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faintly incomes,\we should include the higher 7.lue of nonmarket time.

A

for thoSe wives 4ot in the,labOrJorcef. Because nonparticipation inthe

labor lOrceis politively, related to husband's earnings,and other family

income, a full accounting for the.value of nOnriariet:tiMe would be

expected to increaie inequality of comprehensive incosie relative to in,

equality Of money inCome alone. On these grounds, I co*Idde that the

postwar increase in the labor fOrce,participation ofwives has Probably
, . I

3.()bisSe'd

downwards measured trends-4m ineqtrality_hased on cps money income.

,The'het quantitatiVe effect of all of these'biasei is, of courae, an open
. ,

question to be resolved only by empiriCal study.

P. The government fisc The CPS's treatment of the public, sector's
\

impactjon economic well-offness is clearly ,illogical;. To:repeat,money

income is,computed groas.of taXes and includes only cash transfers. Non-

cash transfers and 'che'consumption value ofgovernment: seiViceS"are excluded.
,

r

This treatment of the government fise by the CPS'would allowus to make

valid inferences About the trend of inequality onlY under circumstances

we know to be counterfactual.. That is, we anow that the relative size

, d r .

Of the 'fisic'has inCda*Sed.since World War TI; we knbw that the cOMpoSition
'

of government Services provida to hoUseholds has changed significantly

in the PPOtwar period; we know that the relative importance of-nOncas

transfers has increased dramatically in the last decide; and we at least

.

Aoubt that the incidence ot taxes' net of cash transfers by size of money,.

4?

income has remained constant.since the end of the .1.4re:' Section.3 of-this'

paper reviews recent studies which attempt to assess the qUantitative'iM

pact of changes in the government fisc On postwar trends in inequ4i.ty,
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4
Returns to capital. The fact that the CPS money income concept

Y,
int1u4es only the cash return to nonhuman assets has uncertain implications

''\4*

'for-the measured trend in postwar income.inequality. .The a,:trliMAnq
, . .

r'.criterion

property. Even4f tlepecunlaryreturns,to property were'not
. ,

underreParted in the CPS, the underlying money income concept

,-
calls-for ,inclusion .of plireturtsso oWners of all forms of.

so.setiously

would be

inadequate for capturing the full returns tolcapital. The single most

'
.important problem is that the money income ofPersons rhe CPS does

not include the portion of corporate net income after.taXea not paid out

as:dividends. Thistype ofAnCOille4,,-retained corporate px'ofies7-presuOlably

accrues i; the long run to the owners of corporate capital,in the form of

capital gains. The Maig-SimOns crtterion, if strictly applied, would add

td'each incoMe unit's otjler income,el.therits accrued capitol gaina,during

each income accounting period or its pro rata share of retained.corporate.

..proftts. If either of 'these adjustMents'to CPS Aoney incomeeere carried

out,tile result Would be more inequalitv of comprehensive income then of
J.

qs money income in any year, beCause ownership of cotporitte capital is

IcnoWn to,be heavily concentrated among the very rich.
11

(
.

.

The imPOrtani qUestiOn for t paper, hcwever,:is not 'the effect'

on,meaoured inequaltty of the ond sion ofcorpo ate-retained earnings.from

CPS mone3i income'in any sin*le;year, but ratef the effect on measureW

1
inequality ever time. .The. ansWer is complex and cannotivbe delit with

adeq ately.here. thised on Nordhaus's (1974) y4cent results, however, it..

see servative tO conclude tharethere has been a decline in Capital's
.

share of. total Haig-SimonslinCome ovet the.postwat'period,: and. that-this

. .

decline has in turb ;Probably had a dild equalizing effect not fully
,

;. .., .1J
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reflected in the CPStime series. This bias a'ppears

.

4

tophabeen most

:serious in the last decade,.when the real price of_equities actually 411
. ,

.. . . :..', . .

...

. .,
. .

ahd capital gains were presumably very low, relative to the earlier part

f'the:pos tWiir:period
;:. V: .

-

Other tionmonetttry ibiurhs.to_capital Are omittedr.trpm he cPs mopey,

income:concept and way also bias the trend in the series. The full
I

returns to consumer durables should inélude both the Imputed rental incoMe:

and capital gains on these assets. The effect of omission of the returns

to 0Wher.Toccupied housing from,the CPS'time series is an Outstanding topic
.

on the trends in inequality reserch,agenda. Thesame qbalitati'Ve point
tz-

applies to noncash returns to a variety of miscellaneous assets. The $

very rich are known to have enormous holdings of assets that yield,most

of their full returns in nonmonetary form, e.g., fine art a ewelry.
12

*
,Ve might sbspect that tax liawsincentives haiie induced high,bracket-gete.

.wealthy individuals to'acqUire relatively more of such:assets Over time,

bFt we cannot documeth any,such trend or assess its quantitative.impact

i& measured income inequality. Again, breakthroughs in'empiricil research
A., 1

are needed to provide the basis for solid ahswers.

Changes-in relative prices.. Finally, the effect of.changes in

relative prices on Postwar trendS'in inequality is a largely unexplored

° issue.
13'

The rich an 'the poor-lconsume quite.different'consumption

buhdles4 ind.therefore hange4 in their money income:mclt not fully capture

changes ih their potential;real consumption over time. Crudely stated,

4,
only the (very) rich purchase services of persOnal servants, while 'the

,

4

poor Spend a high proportion of their income on focid and other eommodities,,,
,

The relitive price of personal'servallts COntinued its secular rise in the
.

3 /I.*

;1!: a
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'postwar pe iod. On the ether Hand, the relative prices of food and" fliEr

1,nc lpeed sharply in the 1970's after a.long Period of stability. The

net effect of all such relative price changes poses 44conSiderable research

challatige'.0.econoMiets,

,The,samt:points apply tO regiOnal priCe levels a'nd thei changes. Over,

time': The latter problem has to'be studied jOintly With th pattern of

interregi,24al migratiOn over.the'postwar.period. :Toiny'Inowledge, no
i

mpirical work, has been don.dOn this most *difficult problem,

None of the issues touched on above-are relevant to the-broade'r

_issue of whether a comprehensive incoMe measurt is 'preferable to a corn-,

prehensive- consumption measure or some other' eltertativeas adrindex of.
. y

1

economic well-offness. Nor has the,discUssion yet touched on the critical.

role of wealth in determining economic well-offness, except insofar as

how the annual returns, to w4alth shoUrci.be,inCluded in a rompreheneive

annual: inconie concept.) I prefer to postpone both.these issites to a later

.discussion of the.income arcountiing period.

The Income Unit
r.

The inoome unit for the CPS series covering the whcee postwar perioH

is, to.repeat, either,the Census family or an unrelated individual.

(Money income distributiOneLbased-on the hoUsehOld unit are aVailable ex-
.

tending back as-for as the' year 1967.) The CPS incóme tunit" is most

inap'propriate for the study of inequality,either at one moment 4n
r .

or over a period of time. Individuols kive in varidus groupings that-

pool either income or consumption 'or oth: ,Such groUpinge may encompass

more than just one Cuddy or individual to include an entire hou ehold or

r*
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eVen more than one.household. We know very little about income sharing
1/4

within or across families and'households. But such groupings matoalso

.include subfamilies within the same Census family, e.g., aged parents!who

live with grown children. The major trend in living arrangements over

time in this country, both before and.after World War II, has been towards

splitt/ing Up larget.hdusehold'units eentaihing eXtened

sMallerfts cdntaiindudar faiiIiea-,Oi indiViduali:,; Thie
at

ftretir

,

. ,

does tt neaqsArily imply% ofcourse, 'a siMilar sharp semaration. in
.- .. II.

.
.

.

:It
,

the'income-pooling units. Substantial income shxing between members of
sJ

the extended family still.eXptsdespite the.separeition of households1

(see Morgan, 1965). Such. long7term changes in living arrangements further

complicate interpretation of inequalitymeasures based on CPS. money.Ancome

for the family or faMily'plus unrelated individual unit.

Changes Alm,famly composition. Data from the CPS show that the

average nuniber,01 people in family units has declined slightlyfrom 3.54
. #

in 1950 to 3.421 in 1974,.an0 that the relativl number of unrelated indi-
,

6

I i+

vid ls,in theipopulation'het increased substantially from 6.2 percent
.!

14
j.n.1950 to 9.01 percent inI.9.74. More important have:been changes In

-

the composaion of families-in rhe \various, quinriles of the size.distri--
. -

bution of money income by famillie-durAng-tbe period 1or simplicity,

consider: .only the following change% in the characteristi S4of the bottom'

and tOp-quintiles-during the. postwar period: among the4bOttom'quintiIe

of families,, the pertentage with female heads grew from 18.2 percent in

1947 to.33.3 percent in 1974; the percentage .with heads under age 25 rose'.

from 6.5 percent in 1947 to 13.1 in 1974; the percentage with

heads aged 65 and over rose from 26.2 percent in 1947-to 31.6 percent in
a

36.
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1974; and the °Win size of the family unit declined from 3.26 in 1950 to

2.97 in,1974. In contragt, among -.'the top quintile, the percentage with

femai+Oleads fell from 6.8 percent In 1947 to 3.1 percent irr1974; the
,

pprcentage'With heads.under age 25 fell from-1.6 percent in 1947to 0:8

percentIm1.974;.the percentAge with heads aged 65 and over fell from, 8.8

percent 4,1947 to5'.9 percent in 1974; and the mean size of the family

unit remained virtually constantoverthe postwar 'period: 3.79 in f50

and 3.72 in 1974. All these facts underscore an obvious point abo
4 .

1 ,

interpretiiion of trends in inequality: statements about changes in the

share of a given quinine over time do mit apply.to a specified group of

recipients. fact, 'the comPosition of-the. to0"'and bottom of the CPS

money income,distribution has changed a good deal since World War IL'

Kuznets.(1974) has recently stullied demographic aspects of changes

in inCome inequality'in some detail for the years 194771969. 'He divides

'the total number.of CPS families for each of the years into four groups:

those with heads under age,25, those with heads over age 65, those with

feMale heads,and a "residual" eategoryfor familieg with male heads aged.

25-64. The first three groups totalled almost 30 percent of all families

.by 1969 and all had .evs mon6y incomes far" below.the7national-average

-
income in that and every other year. ,Kuznets shows that the growth in

the relative number of.these three types of-families from 24.2 percent

in 1947 to 28.5 percent in 1969 had a sizable ceteris paribus unequalizing

effect on the distribution of incomes over the tithe period cOvered. The

relative incomes of these groups also fell over the time period, which

a'clded to the unequalizing effect. of the growth in their relative nutbers.

m
K4znets further finds that the distribution of dPS,money income among the

-4

3 7-
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standard cIttegory of families headed by males aged 25-64 became substantially

,more equal over the.same period. The two trends for the different types

of families were roUghli offsettinghence the apparent stabilitY in, the

trend for all familiea in the CPS time series for the poslVar periOd.

With in ideal-data set, weecould conceivably identify the actual

Units that pool their incomes and consumption, whether they be families,

households, individuals or whatever. If this could be done consistently

over time, a time inCome inequality could he constructed on a

reasonably consistent income unit basis: The CPS time series does not

'alloW us even to.s0Proximatt this ideal over the entfte. 'postwar period':

The systematic changei we can observe over time in the size pf income

pattern of the Census familvanOunrelated individual units should make

us suspicious that the number and type of units that'eXist today are

functions of changes in both the level and distribution of real income

over time.

Evidence fram the Michigan 5006-FAmily Panel suggests the,quantitative

importance of changes in family compoSition and related changes in labor

force participation on the distribution of economic well-offness. Duripp

the first five years of the study,- only 42 percent of the families in

the sample had no change in composition. About a fourth of the families

experienced a c'hange in either the head or the-wife of the original unit

(Morgan, 1974, p. 101).. Morgan has concluded that changes in fami,ir

coTposition are critically impartant in explaining changes in personal

well-offnese over this period. After Lane and Morgan (1975) analyzed

changes in the well-offness of units between 1967 and 1972, they. concluded!

. -
"It is evident that individual unchanged units are progressing while the

38



overall distribution is kept.relatively stable by the appearance of new

families at the bottom and the retirements of a few at the upper ages"

(p. 20). In general, it is clear fiom the study that family splits cause

a great amount of unequalizing change in well-offness ovet just a five-

or six-year time span. In this connection, it should be noted again how

inadequately the CPS treats family units that split or combine between

the income year and the actual interview in the following spring. Amy

systematic change it the rate or pattern of suct changes over time can

introduce a bias into the CPS money income time series., . .

Relative weighting of different income units. A related broad issue

is the relative weighting in any income distribution of income units that

differ in size and composition. To simplify a complex problem, let.us

accept the family unit as our income unit and assume thai for thn ith

family wtth income

'ahtltf."15 In con

there.are N
i

individuals aii-d-N
i

"equivalent

ructing our income distribution we have several choices:

(1) take one unit with income4
i

(implicit in the CPS distribution);

*
(2) take one unit with, income-Yi/Ni ; (3) take a per capita distribution

,s$ *

of N. units with incomes of Y
i
/N

i
each; or (4) take N

i
or N

i
units with

incomes pf Y
i
/N

i

*
.

16 reasonably persuasive case can be made for each

of these alternatives. I have used variant (2) in my own woek but now

consider variant (4) with N
i
units 'to be a stronger alternitiVe. 'A per

capita distribution is hard to defend because it ignores economies of

scale in consump ion and differing consumption needs of adults and children.

But the undeflated measure implicit in the CPS time Series is perhaps

even worse. We know that the top quintile of the CPS distribution con-

tains more people than the bottom quintile in any one year and, furthermore,
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we know that the relative number of people and the demographic composition

of the income units in the Various quintiles have varied over long periods

of Eime'in such a way as to increase-the correlation between incomes and

needs; i.e., between Y and N or N .

The CPS time series, therefore, is probably somewhat biased towards

showing more inequality over time because of ita definition of the income

unit. The trend-in Y/N is likely to be mote equalizing than the trend

in Y alone (see Kuznets, 1974, p. 233). The size of this bias wou be

difficult to assess even if much better data sets were available. The

unresolved cohceptual pi-oklem coneerns the rather mechanical construction

of equivalence scales tO estimate the re'quisite equivalent aoult deflators,

for income. Ideally, these deflators allow us to say that two

units with NA and NB. equivalent adults,'respectiVely, are equally well-off

when Y
A
/N
A

equals Y
B
/N

B.
But economists who conStruct equivalence scales

concern themselves only with equivalent consumption of market goods and

services. They do not take into'accountthe likelihood that Individuals

and nuclear-families often value the opportunity of living apart from the

extended family. Thus, if an-aged parent with a very low money income

voluntarily chooses to live apart from his grown.child's family, the

Adistribution of well-offness should rise because both new households dre

4
better ofU even if.the household split Causes the distribution of YIN to

become more unequal. The same point applies to couples who voluntarily

choose to have children and thus lower their value. of Y/N . Rivlin (1975)

has made the point forcefully in her observation on the effecE of househole

splits on measured trenids in inequality:

4 0
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-

This Increase in units, often at low income levels, has

de the distribution of income less equal than it mould

therwise have been,even thoUgh it ddubtleds reflects an in-
4

criase in economic well-being. Rising incomes, inaluding

transfers, have en'abled Americans to increase their consump-

tiorj ofa luxury good--the luxury of liVing apart from rela-.

tives. (p.

These points reinforce'ehe conclusion that the CPS definition of the

income unit. biases -upwards theapparent inequality, in the:distribution of

income over time. OnCe agaln, however, the available numbers tell us

little about the magnitude of such bias. The prOblem is immensely'difff

'cult. "As kincer (1974) has said in the conclusion to his work on 'the

determinants of white male earnings: 40

[The] grouping of persons into households as well as their

behavior,as membera-of households, needs to be studied in.the

Context Of iritome dietribetion. For thia, the merging of

'-population, labor supply and human capital theories is
9

required. (p. 144)

The Income Accounting Period

io

An eVen more tomplei Concepdbal-problem_in the Study of income

of

dfstribution
is the choice of:the:income accounting Peiiad. For the CPS

series and, indeed, for virtually all other data sources, it is the calen-

dar year. The calendar year is by no means a bad compromise between very

short.and.very long accounting periods if a single choice is required.

'As Lampman'(1973, pp. 84-85) has.observed, however, the,choice of accounting
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period for studies of income distribution depends.on which of several

aspects of,eccnomic Welfare.the researcher considers most' important for

his.or her purpOsea. 'FOr the.ordinary individual, say, sukferi g from-
°

4.
hunger,'the relevant accounting period is a singleday; foP0h starving

.
'graduate gtudent, however, the period stretchea far beyond the current:

year peat the completion of t'4 dissertation. The calendar ysar islong
r

enouth.to average out most temporary fluctuations in incoMe and:short

enough to reflett pressirit consUmption needs in a world in'which capital,

markets do not accept future earnings as collatetal.for'loans. Annual
e

income does giveus one important measure of etonOmic welfare..

The annual accounting period. Most economists would agree, however,

that incOme distributions based on the Calendar year accounting period,

badly neglect long-rip aspects of the distributtomf econoMiC well-offness.

,The Widely atcepted_life-cycle hypothesis, greatly simplilied, suggests

that annual money Income will vary for the typical (male) person in'thc

following warr: When he is young (and sets up as Part of a new income

unit), his money income will be low because he 'forekdes earpings tcy invest

in human capital; when he is middle-aged, his money income peaks as he

reaps the returns to his p:r.rious investment; and-when he ia aged, ht

money income falls as he draws upon the savings from hi's accumulated.,

peak-years' incomes to finance his.consumption during retirement. Thus

hip"money income in any one year provides very poor information on his
r-

lifetime income and consumption. ..V
Given this Pattern of behavior among the whole.population, changes '

over time in the distribution of annual money income may'reflect various

factors irrelevant to the distribution of economic welfare in its long-run

*2
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aspeCt: A iiMe series of/annual4noney income distributiohi-me.-ihoW.a.

trend to, say; less inequality over.time despiteimo ehaikse in the disiF

tribution of lifetime incomes for any cohort in' the populatiOn.if (1) the

age distribUtion of the populatiOn Changes'such that the:relative number
0

. .

of income units 47ith earners in the low-income age groups decreases;

(2) the money income-Age profile becomes less steep over.time eirher

because' ef,gradual changes in'tastes for.digtributing lifetime income

betWeenwork and leisure 4.g., a *trend towards,shorter Work weekscom7:

bined 'With a.trend towards later reti4pentj Or because of less invesrment

..over lime in human capital. Public finance literature has a long tra-
.

dition ef:dealingvith such problems for the Personal income tax by

mechanisms for income,averaging over several years. The ultimate averaging

period is the lifetime and, fact, Vickrey's (1947) classic treatise;

th enda for Progressive Taxation, laorks out an elaborate scheme for

,

comprehensive,lifetime averaging of
1

personal income for,the income t'ax.

The analog for"the study of income distribution would be a distributiOn

of lifetime incomes.

Let:Me digress her'i to mak th4 possibly obvious point that the
-

income,aCcounting period and t come concept are intimately-related.

Specificelly, the longer the incbme accounting period, the less critical

are the limitations of the money income concept. The exclusion of the

value of nonmarket time from a comprehensive income concept is probAbly'
-

not as serious in'an iocome distribution based drt a lifetime accdunting

period rather than an annual period, since differences in'the amountof,

nonmarket time depend largely on variations over, the life cycle. Onthe

other hand, the longer the income accounting period, the more complex the

4 3
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0

.problemhof defining the.income unit becomes. The incomes of individuals .

. .
vary more or less.systematitally over their lifetimes but their living

arrangements change less systematically. The data problems involved'in

following large samples of individuals through their lifetimes and

,

estimating qleir changing equi"ent income or consUmption over time as
. $

.

members of different family or houSehold groupings are beyond the capability
... __ -.e...

o. r ,.

of available research resources.

Tile multiyear accounting period. One stip intermediate between a

lifetime distribution and an annual distribUtion,is based'an a

multiyear accounting eriodr. Some recent studies havelused newly available

panel data to eptimat and compare such distributions to annual ones.'
%

Hoffman and Podder (1976) have used the first seven years of the Michigan

5000-Family Panel to estimate the distribution of average income between

1967 and 1973 for the 3294 sample famirTes with the same head for all

seVen years. As expected,_their.results show that the distribution based

on the seven-year accounting period is less unequal than the annual distri-

bution. They estimate that the income share of ttle bottom quintile rises

from 6.1 percent on an annual (1973) basis to 7. Percent on a seven-year

7
(196,7-1973) baais. The.corresponding Gini coefficient estimates are .379

and .345, on annual_and seven-year bases respectively. Their rellts

for an income to needs .(Y/N ) measure of well-offnes§ are qualitatively

17
similar (Tables 12..1 and 12:2,pp. 338-39). 'While the results are in

the expected equalizing direction, they are not dramatic. Short-run

income fluctuations do not appear to 1;e a major factor in explaining

aggregate inequality; the annual accounting period is sufficient to

average out the bulk of short-run variations in income. This result is

4 ci
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7

basedOn a sample of relatively intact income units, however, and it is

unclear whetherit would hold ut) original income units in the panel.

'',.cOuld be included in the distribution. The meaning of a murtiyear or_ .

lifetime income distribuiion'inclUding all'individuals of,original units

in the sample, whether or hot they had bee-me members of new units; would

be extremely difficult to interpre;--
.

The lifetime accounting period. Nordhaus (1973) has made the most

ambitious attempt to analyze the distribution of lifetime income in his

recent simulation study of the effects of inflation. He defines lifetime,

wealth, W, as

W =.W +Eyd
9 0 t t

_ "Uf. ,

where W
o

iS initial welth, y
t
is annual income in year t, and dt'is a

IF

1
discount factor equal to ()

t
, where r is the appropriate interest rate.

l+r

Lifetime wealth can also be.written as

'T
W =EC d +B

o t t T

where C is annual consutption in year t and B
T

is the. bequests,left at
,t 0.

death in year T. Lifetime'consumption equals lifetime income in present

value ttrms except .for initial endowments and the present value Of bequests.

(All this. ignores, of course, the problems of defining the .incorite, consump- .

iion or wealth unit clier a lifetime and the operational definition of r

.
in'a world. Without ideall:Zed'capital markets.): On the ssSumption thailbs_

individuals maximize utility, which is a function of lifetime consumption,

Nordhaus shows that the4level of economic welfare is approximately life-

hme wealth diVided by life expectancy;,ot W/T.

.40
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Nordhaus's analysis demonstrate

lifetitha income'approach.empirically

tribution of weIl-offpess, we Should

thae!if we are to implement the

for the study oftrends in. the dis-

have joint observations,on each incObe

Unit's income (or consumption), wealth, and age (life expectancy). Stich

data exist only for a single yeath, 1962 (see'Projector and Weiss, 1966).
*

For the postwar periods we have Some evidence from estate tax xetUrn data,

/of considerable stability in the distribution of wealth among the very

,

rich (Smith ahd!Franklin, 1974), but 'this evidence is just as Aifficult

to interpret as hat on stability in,the money income distribution.

Furthermore, even taken at face' value, such evidence does not_ allow us

to conclude that wealth/income ratios at different ages have retained

constant over.the time period. In short, severe data problems limit

..research into change0 in the distribution of.lifetime:inComes.

T.14 lifetime income aCcounting periOd concept does help to clarify

several important issues in the study of incothe distribution. First,'in

my mind, is the inappropriateness of aggregation.of individuals of all

,
ages in a single social distribution.. The adsociation 0 economic well-

, 7

offness with expected lifetime income is most plausible for the tery young.

'It is. much less plausible for older persons, for whom well-offness is much

More likely to be-linked to current! income. Their lifetime income condists

largely of past consumption, whicil may bear little relaltionship to their

1

, . present level of well-offness. Implicit compirisons of the economic wll-

offness orperson's of different ages (life expectancy) make little sense
-

to me. Annual money income distributions ignore the problem of differences

in life expectancies....Lifetime income distributions, if they oould be

estimated within a Nordhaus-type framework, would exaggerate the differences.

4
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I recommend diaaggregating the distribution of inc
411P

groupinga as I have done in my own.wcirk

j! narrow age'.

Conaperation of thelifetime accounting period also helps to clarify

the issue of consumption versus income ss a measure of well-offness and

to emphasize-the role of wealth in additipn to either flow measur in a

full accounting of personal command over resources'. Over a lifetime, the

difference between the present.values of consumption and ineome is pro-

bably not too important for most persons, especially.if we choose to

regara bequesa as equivalent to consumption in affecting well-offness.
v

Over a eingle year, however, consumption and income give us quite:disparate

pictures. Personal 'consumption, as.approximaeed by consumption expendi-

,-
tures, is distributed less unequally than personaluoney income in any

one year .
18 Consumption and income measure two different aspects of

well-offness in any one year pnd it is debatable which is more important.

She conauMption aspect certainly has beeri*neglected in exiating studies

of the diatHbution of wellr-offnesa; largely due to the lack of good

persOnal consumption -data by individual units. We do not know whether a
N

.

postwar time series on the distribution of arinual consumption would shaK

the same trend (or lack of trend) as the existing time series'on

distribution of annual income.

The role of personal wealth in determining:linequality.in well-offness

has been badly neglected in the literature, The distribution of wealth
.

over-tima has been little studied and the relatiOnship of wealth to income

and consumption has been virtually ignored in e/ mpirical studies of int
a ..

/
equality. Aside from the obvious data problems, this neglect,is probably

due to the public finance tradition of treating wealth and income separately

4 7
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in analyzing tax equity. That is, "progressive" taxation has genera
o

I .

been taken to apply tO a Ha1g7Simons-eomptehensive income base while

'taxation 'Of wealth has been treated separately as a virtdally unrelated
4

'topic.
19 From the perspective of a lifetime accounting period,.personal

;

wealth- is an integral component of personal well-offness and should be':.
, 9

included in a comprehensive measure of Ascounted afeilme income.

the estimated lifetime annuity equivalent of family wealth is added to

family money income ih anannual accounLng period, the effects on overall
1

are.rather eomplex and-411fficult to Summarize.
20

Hbwevgr,

When

inequality

gm,

is certainly clear enoug

the measured well-offnes

1
that talcing account of wealth greatly increaSes'

of the top l'percent or so of the distribution.

We can only speculate whether similar adyastments for wealth in a time
,

series would hakre a tsubstainial effect on measured trends in inequality

, over the postwar period.
amikr;!.

The lifetime accounting period perspective raises still another

significltnt issue, that is, the arbitrary nature of the anii-ual accounting

'period classification of certain important inCome sources. For specificity,

,

I limit my discussion below to Social Security old-age pensions; but the

same points apply to some other sources as well. tensus and.other data

sources on annual income treat Social Security income as current receipts

or transfer payments. Such a treatment implicitly considers Social

Security.beneffts.to be pure transfers completely unrelated to prior

payroll tax contributions.- The opposite extreme-view of the system is

that the:rights-to benefits, accrue to the individual,at the moment, he or c.

she contributes7-pays taxes--to the syst m.
21

.If we adopt the /atter

view for an annual accounting period, the income of an/pdividual would

4 8
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include the.change in.net wort during Ilia di her working years Ansi the

implicit interest on his or h r. accumulated prior contributions; bUt

-the actual receipt ofilenefi'S during retirementwould be mostly a return.

Of cap'-ital and, eicept forihe interest portion, would"not be included in

current year income..
F .

Neither extreme view* f the Social Security retirement system is an

Al adequate description of4 ality. The latter private'insuranceview

certainly is not applica le to the firstgeneration Social Security
/

al&-age beneficiariet'since World Wat II, because their benefits far

exceeded in present-value terms their prior contributions/to the system.

The important point, however, is that the annual income period classifica-

t

tion of Social Security pensfons.and similar incothe sources is.necessarily

arbitrary. If such income were assigned to young.workers rather than aged

retirees, apparent inequality in any one year would increase. Because of

the rapid growth in ihe Social.SecuritY and related.public and private

retirementAplans, the trend in inequality wOilld also have to be revised

upwards. If we measure inequality over ,a lifetime, however, orsubstitute

for annual income as our measure of well7offnesp, the

differences in, classific tion of receipts are less important and perhaps

1-
even negligible. This p int may become more critical'in the future as

the Social Security retirement system matures'and perhaps moves away from
4.4P

a largely tax and transfer arrangement.

4 9
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3.- RECENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO-THE LITERATURE

This section critically reviews aelited recent contribOtione to

. .

our knowledge about trends in'inequality in the postwar peribd. The pri-

nary purpose of this.r i w.is to show, to what extent economists have,been
i

able to resolve .the data and conceptual-problens discussed in the prel.dous

two'sectiona. Of par ti icular interestis the rough quantitative impo'rtance
y

,

of various adjustments to the basic money incone time series on the

measured trend in inequality. A second purPose is to point out what

probletha remain partially or wholly unresolved, The discussion focuses

on'only those aspects of,the various studies relevant to.the subject of

this paper; no attempt is made to summprize.their full sco0e or their

contributions to other subjects of comparable importance.

Browning

In i recent paper, Edgar K. Browning (1976b) tils attempted to-resolve

emOirically pain; of the major shortcomings of the CPS money income distri-

butions bo,th for the year 1972 and for the period 1952-1972.
22

As

summarized in the,quote reproduced in the Introduction to ihis paper,-

finds, after adjustments to the CPS time series are made, wiiidence of A

'ov

marked trend 'towards less inequality Over the twpnty-year period examined.

Browning's basic data sources are published Census estimates of the quintile

income Shares of families for the year's 1952, 1962 and 1972 and various

demographic and economic information from Census and other sources that

he can relate to each of.the family quintiles. He does nOt -.include un-

(-)

I.

related indiv dual units in his estimates, presumably because of rack of

suitable data.

5 0
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Browning reports the individual and,net effects of five adjustments

to the CPS money income shares for the. years 1952, 1962 and 1972. These

adjustments to annual money income include (1) adding an estimate of

'the market value of in-kind benefits; (2).adding an estimat of the costs

of education services-provided by all levels of government;
5 (3) adding an

estimate of potential earnings of alladultmiOt in the labor force during

the year;-*(4) netting out estimated federal individual income and Social

Security employee taxes; and (5) converting the family income 'shares to

. per capita income shares by, taking into actount the.number of individual

in the families in each quintile. Browning reports that the latter MO

adjustments have little effect in equalizing the trend in the datribution

despite the fact that, aording to hiS estimates, they both-pave a large

5

equalizing effect in auy 6ne year. The first three adjualtments to money'

/incame--for in-kind benefits, education and leisure (potential additional

earnings)--do result in ihe equalizing trend summarized above. According

to Browning, the lowest quintile s share of CPS money income was 4.9

percent in 1952, 5.0 percent in 1962 and 5.4 percent in 1972; its share

of adjusted income was 7.8 percent in 1952, 9.0 percent in 1962 and 12.6

percent in 1972.

Browning's adjustments to money income are, by his awn admission', very

4
rough estimates based on incomplete and inappropriate data.

these estimates as-the best possible with available data, he cons
4 ki

them to.be tonservative in the.sense of understating the true equalizing

effect.in any one year. Specifically, he obtains the quintile shares of

in-,kind benefits to families in 1972 from estimates of the: total dollar

-value of Such benefits and from estimates of'the share of suctil-benefits

Defending ;
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that go to poor families. From this information, he determines that the

lowest quintile received $22 billiOn of the $38 billion of in-kind bene-.

fits in 1972; or almost 58 percent of the total. He then asaumes that
2

the'quintile shares of such benefits were.the same in 1952 and 1462 as in

1972, so that the equalizing effects bf these benefits in his results for

adjusted incomiderived solely from the fact that the relative importance

oi this aource of income rose from 1952 to 1972 (in particular,

1962 and 1972). It would certainly be unfair to criticize Browning for ,

making such strong assumptions in the absence of bettirstrictlymbomparable

data over the time period he examines. However, Browning also claims that

any deficiencies in his estimated adjustmentalor any one year are less

important when the same estimating methods are used consistently to

study trends in distribution. I cannot accept this judgment.

Browning allocates 60 percent of educational expenditarls by quintiles

for 1972 in proportion to the number of children under 18 y!pars of age
A

in each quintile and the remaining 40 percent in,proportion to the sum

of total money and in-kind income. Data limitations again force him_to

assume the same 1972 distribution by.quintiles.for 1952 and 1962. The

equalizing effects of'educational expenditures in his results depend,

therefore, on the.fact that educational spending increased relative to

money income during the time period and were (by Lessumption) more equally

distributed than money,,ipcome in 1972., Browning's assumption of the quin-
4

tile incidence of educational benefits for 1972 is necessarily arbiliketY,

as is his further assumption of unchanging incidence of these benefits

over the 1952-1972 period. The latter premise again Casts doubt on any

5 2
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presumption that Browning's trend estimates are likely to 44"c less OobjeCt

to error than his single.year estimates.

Thlistimated adjustment for the value of leisure is, by Browning's

statement, the least reliable of all. He obtains each quintile's value'

of leisure time in 1972 by estimating the number of adults in each quill-
.f

tile who are not" earners and multiplying this number by the average earnings

per earner in each quintile. He assumes that these results measure the

A

potential additional ea ings in each quintile if all adults.were earnersi,.

He clearly recognizes the obvious deficiencies'of these estimates for the

s'ingle year 1972r i.e., the possibilities that "leisure" may bednvoluntary

for the aged and disabled and that the average earnings of all workers.,,

_including part-time workers, may be an inappropriate value for the leisure .

time of nonworkers for any quintile. The equalizing effect of this

adjustment on the trend in inequality in Browning's results cOmes from

the changes in the demographic arid economic compositon of Census family

quintiles discussed in section 2. According. to Browning, the average

number, of earners per family in the bottom quintile of familie fell from

1.03 to 0.87 betwyn '1952 and 1972_but rose from 1.60 to 1:85 for all

ocher families: His calculations show Chat the bottom quintile's share

of total potential additional earrYings rose from 6.2 percent in 1952 to

15.2 percent in 1972 and accounted for about 18 percent ofthe total 62

,

percent gain in the bottom Ouintile's share of '(a8justed) income during

ithat period. Here:too I judge Browning's trend estimates for his value

of leisure adjustment to be no more reliable than his estimates for the

10 ear 1972::. Lack Of earnings data by quintile for 1952 an8 1962

force bim to assume th4t the ratios of earnings to tOtal money' income
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for each quintile were identical for those years to the estimated ratios

in 1972. Because of.the documented increases in the relative number of

retired aged and other family units without earnings who were in the bot-

.

tom quintile during the period, this assumption almost certainly is wrong.

At any tate, Browning himself does not regard his results for the' leisure

adjustment to be reliable.

Browning's fknding that converting family income to per capita income'

has a neglipbleequalizing effect on the irOfid does not, of course, .

adequtelV dispoSe of t'he fa,4y unit problem. This adid'stment Merely

eases computation. It ignoresi.Ya Ia'rge body of evidence showing srgnificant

economies of scale within an income-pooling unit, and it implicitly accepts

the family as the appropriate unit. Further; Browning's per capita

adjustment is from a distribution of family income (Y) counted once

to Aistribution of per capita income (Y/N) counted once each, and

to the more intuitively plausible distr1buti6n of (Y/N) counted N °time

each.

each

_

A more complex problem related to the family unit in the CPS time

Pli)seAes is that the number of its at different levels of Money income may.

be ..a function of economic chan6 over long time periods. Browning makes

no attempt to deal empirically with this most complex issue; therefore

his negative result for per capita adjustments of family income on the

trend in inequalityscannpt be interpreted as meaning that the family unit

problem iS-negligible.

For all its originality and suggestive findings, BrOwning's research

4
illustrates the difficulties of working with aggregate cross-section data

4?

in studying trends in inequality. One technical problem he recognizes is

5
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that the distribution of adjusted incomes has to be based,on family quin-

tiles rank( on the basis.of unadjusted. money income. To the extent that
s.

the rankings of families change sufficiently to make adjusted income

quintiles differ from money income quintiles, this exaggerates the,

equalizing effect (or understates the unequalizing effect) of an adjust-

.,
ment in any one year.

21
It also leads to 'some exaggeration of the equalizing

trend effect of Browning's adjustments for. in-kind and education benefits,

because these depend on the fact that the total benefits to be allocated

among quintiles increase in relative amounts over the time period studied.

'The more fundamental problem with aggregate cross-section data is that

they only enable the researcher to make the crudest of adjustments for non-

monetary income components of total income. Yet it is'hard to suggest
2

any improvements on Browning r s arbitrary adjustments, given the data sources

on which he had to rely.

Reynolds and Smolensky

Morgan Reynolds and Eugene Smolensky (forthcoming)' have attempped to

deal empirically with some of.the same problems as BroWning in their

receht book on the redistributive effects of the fisc in the United States

in 1950, 1961 and 1970. Their treatment encompasses the full range of

government expenditures, taxes and transfers in these years. Browning's

important equalizing adjustments for his trend estimates, aside from that,

for leisure, are confined solely to government in-kirid transfers and

educational expenditures. He investigates the rediseributive effects of

personal income taxes and the employee's share of Social'Security payroll

taxes buiOnds them to have little effect on the measured trend in
'
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inequality. 'Despite their several important.differences.in

method, these two bodies of work provide a useful basis for

of contrasting treatments'of esaentially the same.problem.

scope and

comparison

10

The
(

two studies Are not directly,cOmpar4le, however, ecause.they

examine different years and utilize different data sources. Reynolds and

11.

Smolensky,use the Federal Reserve System's Survey of Consumer Finances for

1950, the Bureau of Labor Statisties Survey of Consumpr ExpenditureS for

1960, and the CPS for 1970. They recognize that the use of 4beae different

data sources creates.problems of 'comparability and attempt to correct

the data for their work. Brownines.study uses the gps for 1952, 1963 and

1972 bUt, as observed in sec5.676 1 akoye, this does not,guaran'tee perfect

comparability over time. lAris nemclear from the results of the two

studiea how important quantitatively is the choice of the exact years

included, although Reynolds And Smolensky present some evidence, that

extension of their estimates. through 1973 would have negligible effects

on their results.

The two studies differ greatly in methodology as well as scope.

ReYnolds and Smolensky make several sp#cific assumptions about the incidence

of variouellassifications of different expendi ures and taxes, based as

much as possible on existing theory and eviden e.i) Browning, in'contrast,

assumes in effect that all taxes and expendituresOre not shifted. He

argues that no adjustment should be made for.taxea other than the personal

income tax and the employee's share of the Social Security payroll tax,

-

on the grounds that the redistributive effects of all other taxes "are
%

already captured in the distribution of money income" (1976b, p. 917).

For'example, Browning explicitly assumes that the distributional effects

56
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of all business taxes are already reflected in the distribution of money

income, while Reynolds and Smolensky use "stanaard incidence assumptions"

to estimate their effect on the distribution of income. In BrowningSs

methodology, excise taxee,have np effect onthe distribution of post7fisc
, ..

incbme. In Reyncildse.nd Smolensk's methodology, such taxies are distributedv,...
.

as consumption; that is, regressively with respect t1o current annual income.

This divergence in assumptions leads to somewhat different results.

As noted above, Browning finds that his estimated tax effects have

had a negligible eff4P't on trends in inequafity despite their equalizing

effect in any one year and despite their growth.relative to money income.

over the time period for his study. Reynolds and Smolensky find direct

evidence of decreasing progressivity in the tax Structurein the personal.

income tax, in particular-I-over the time period for theilf study,a result

implicit in Browning. That is, relative growth in a progressive tax

system is equalizing, ceteris paribus, and can be roughly neutral only-

if progressivity declines over time.. .Reynolds and Smolensky's approach

also allows for the changing composition-of taxes over the period, notably

the shift away from relatively heavy reliance on/the (assumed) progressive

corporatiem income tax to relatively more reliance on the (assumed) regressive

payroll tax. Although the theory and the evidence on tax incidence under-.

lying the Reynolds and Smolensky "standard incidence assumptions" ge
.4.,

rather weak, they are probably the'best bases. currently available for

Istimating the redistributive effects of the fisc.

Reynolds and Smolensky'scesults for taxes carry over to their esti-

mates of the redistribulive effects-of the tot)1 fisc from 1950 to 1970.
"lc

.

The large relative growth in,a fisc progressiv on both the tax and

5 7
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eXOenditure sides resulted, aCtording to their

change in poptfisc inequality ,over the period..

estimates, in Virtually no

Expenditures as well a's

taxes becate lees progressive over the period toVOiiiiet their increasing

relative size. In particular, they find that Social Security benefits,

though increasing substantially in relkive size, also became'leas

.

equalizing during the period studied, Their results on the expenditure

side are somewhat sensitive to tlyeir quite arbitrary alternative asaump-

:,

tions about allocating general"government spending by income class, but

on the whole are remarkably consistent. Their overall findings suggest

that stability in postfisc inequality between 1950 and 1970 was the net

arithmetic result of a decredsingly progressive tax system and a rapid

increase in progressive cash transfers. This basic result, which they

project to hold through the year 1973, assumea that the underlying money

income concept, the income unit and the income accounting period are

acceptable as the appropriate bases on which the estimated distributional

effects of the fisc can be evaluated.

Itikfact, Reynolds and Smolensky recognize clearly that their results

are founded on ultimately unacceptable conceptual bases. Their work is

easily the best, most4comprehensive stIu of the distributional effects

of the fisc to date, but it, leaves unanswered the question of what has

happenhd to inequality.of well-oEfness over the pme period. In particular,

it does not tell us anything definitive about xhe type redistributive

effects of the fisc. The effects of a growing fisc on incentives to

obtain income in various nonmonetary forms, to split off new family units

with low mo _income, and to spend income r more evenly over the life cycle

are theoret ly clear, but its ultimate quantitative impact on trends
at+
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in inequality 'remains unknown. In short, the traditional treatment of

trends in incidence of the fisc based On evidence from aggregate cross-

sections for different years just cannot cope adequately wiih'the complex

problems related to the income concept, the income unit and the inCome

accounting period.

jleynolds and Smolensky do not disagree in principle.with this con.-

elusion but, like Browning, they argue that many biases in the available

data are systematic over a relatively short time period like two decades,

and may largely candel oUt in comparisons over time for such a period.

They cite as an example the exaggerated equalizing effects of the Social,

Security system apparent in an annual rather than a lifetime income

accounting period. But they argue that much of this bias cancels out in

estimating year-to-year changes "because the redistributive effects of

the system are approximately equally exaggerated in each year" (Chapter 2,

p. 21). They do not present quantitative evidende OPporting this

assertion, however, and it seehs dubious that-such a priori reasoning

would stand up empirically over the 1950-1970 period when the Social

Security system was experiencing such large relative growth.

Smeeding

Timothy Smeeding (1977) has recently made a number of important

contributions to the study of,income distribution through use of dis-

aggregated miCrodata from the 1968 and 1972 CPSs. This dataaource

allows him to make improved estimates of comprehensive income by adjusting

money income for underreporting, for.the cash equivalent value of in-kind

transfers, and for the personal income tax and employee share of the Social
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Security payroll tax. .Also, he estimates summary statistics for the

distribution of income on the basis of the household rather than the.

. ,

family and unrelated individual unit in an attempt to capture implicit

transfers among all the persons living within a household. He then de-

flates comprehensive hOusehold i*come with the equivalence scales imP;icit

in the Orshansky poverty lines to obtain a distribution of "equivalent",

.incomes. For my purpose, his results are of interest mainly because:they.

give some indication of the quantitative, importance of suCb adjnatments

on changes in the distribdtion of well:offness over time. Unfortuaate4y

,.the microdata.sonrces availablefeding allow him to m#ke such

,

.coMparisona only.for the five=y4hr'time sOan from 1968. to 19724..
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distribution shows a clear moveme4 to greater equality. According to his

estimates the bottom quintile's Share of equivalent comprehensilie income

rose from 6.0 percent.in 1968 to 6.9 perceLt in 1972, with the Gini

7 coefficient* falling from .3479 to .3287. These differences in ihe

estimated changes between the original CPS and the adjusted data are

quite substantial, especially if they can be assumed to be typical of the
Oo

whole posivar period.

Two further details from Smeeding's study are worth noting here.

First, his microdata source allows him to rank units correctly on the

basis of the size of :the appropriate income concept in calculating quin-
.

tile shares for the Lorenz curve or in estimating Gibi coèf1ciq%ts.

Therefore, his estimates are not subject to the bias invol ed in using

aggregate data noted for Browning. Smeeding reports, for example, that

the bottom quintile's share of comprehensive cash income in 1972 was 5.6

percent when.ranked by size of cash income; the same households (ranked,

in the same order) had 7.8 percent.of equiYalent comprehensive income.

The botipM quintile'sshare of equivalent comprehensive income, when.

ranked-orrectly according to size of each household's equivalent income,

was only 6.9 percent.

Second, Smeeding shows that the relative growth in the last decade

of the number of young adults living together as unrelated individuals

has introduced an iMportant,source of bias into the CPS series on income

distribution based on the combined family-unrelated individual unit rather

than the household unit--if we are Willing to assume that sUch individuals

. share,their incomes. Based on the effect of this developmentonr the
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poverty count, Smeiding estimates that the'bias resulting.from the Census

use of the inappropriate income-sharing unit doubled in importance from'
1968 to. 1972.

,

SmeOing's use of the household unit leads to some interesting

findings .but, as he notes, we lack conclusive, direct evidence that the

household is the best approximation,of the appropriate income-sharing
'

unit. Hdwever, We do know for certain that neither the Iamily nor.the.

'unrelated individual unit in the CPS corresponds with the income-pooling

u#it that would be ideal for estimating inequality of well-offness.

Danziger and Plotnick

Sheldon Danziger and Robert Plotaick (1977) have also taken advantage

of the availability of disaggregated microdata sets to make imp.gitant

. contributions to the study of income distribution. They rely on the

1966 Survey of Economic-Opportunity and the March 1975 CP to study

various distributional changes between. the years 1965 and 1.74. They

ualize two income concepts for their work--CPS annual money incOme

(Posttransfer income) and CPS annual money income net of all government

cash transfers (pretransfer income). They break down the population into

twelve exhaustive and mutually exclusive groups based on type of income

(..7.

unit (here, Census family or unrelated individual), sex of head, and age
10

of head (u er 25, 25-64, and-65 and over). Their most interesting

<:d B.

results fo the of this paper relate to their analysis of the /

,

effects of demographic hange in measured inequality for the whole population.

Danziger and Plotnick document the following substantial demogrsphic

changes that occurred'in the short 1965-1974 time span: (1) the total

6 2
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number of Census income units increased by 24 percent while the total

national population grew by only 10 percent; (2) the percentage of all

units consisting of families headed by prime-age (25-64) males fell from

57.8 to 51.0; (3) the percentage of.all units consisting of families

headed by females increased from 8.2 to 9.7; (4) the percentage of all

'units consisting of unrelated females increased from 12.5 to'14.8; and

(5) the percentage of all units consisting of'Unrelated young (under 25)

males increased frpm 0.7 to 2.2. Danziger and Plotnick use their data

sources to calculate the values pf Gini coefficients for the pretransfer

and posttransfer income of the whole population and of each of their

twelve subgroups. They find that.the value of the Gini coefficient for

posttransfer income inereased for the whole population combined in one

distribution, from .3922 to .4077, or by 4.0 percent, but decreased for

eight of the twelve subgroUPa-:- (The-estimates for thei whole population

can be compared with the results in Table 3 based on the CPS for both

years.)

The most interesting result's emerge when they decompose the change

in Gini coefficients for posttransfer income between 1965 and 1974 into

a component due to demographic change and.a component due.to change in

fwithin-group distribution. Beginning with the actual 1965 Gini co fficient

value of .3922, they estimate that, for an unchanged 1965 demographic

composition of units with a 1974 distribution of income within each of,

the twelve subgroups in the population, the Gini coefficient .tralue would

have been :3932, or'virtually unchanged. The actual estimated value was

.4007. Thus their method for decomposing dhanges in inequality suggests

that .145 of the .155 change in the value ofthe Gini coefficient,
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or about 94 percent, was due to demographic change between the rwo years.

Alternatively, they calculate that the 1965 Cini coefficient value would--

haVNbeen .4075 with the 1974 demographic composition of units, or

virtually the same as the actual 1974ivalue. Thus, for the years

studied, demographic change accounts, arithmetically, for almost all of

the observed increase in inequality. The precise numerical results epend

critically on the years covered in the study. Most significant is the

finding that demographic change has had an unequalizing effect on the CPS

trend in the last decade, largely' due to a substantial increase in the

. ,

relative number of low-income unrelated individual units during this

period.

Their findings for 1965-1974 do not necessarily hold over the entire

postwar period. The relative increase in the number of unrelated individual

units was small in'the first two poOltwar decades compared to the last

decade. The findings for the last decade do, however, suggest that the

observed stability in inequality of CPS income per family or family-unrelated

individual unit .omer some 30 years conceals-a trend towards-equality in a

hypothetical population with constant demographic composition. As Was

noted in section 2, this hypothesis has been advanced by Rivlin and others;

the anziger-Plotnick study providea soll0 supporting evidence. The

authors are careful to caution that their results prove nothing about

what caused the belitvior underlying observed.demographic change. 14e can

..speculate that growth in the leyel of average real income and, perhaps,.

also a trend to, less inequality induc40 family splits and the formation

of new families, but this cannot be proved without more direct evidenc

6
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Paglin

The recent contributions to the literature discussed above all adhere

to the annual accountin eriod, leaving unresolved the problems related
.

to the relationship between short-term and long-term incomes. If we are

willing to accept the hypothesis that personal well-offness i4 best

measured by lifetime lincome or consumption, then we must attempt to make

some quantitatiye inferences about the distribution (If lifetime income

from information on the ddstribution of annual incomes. Vladimir Stoikov

(1975) has shown in a recent paper just how difficult a task this can be

vith'readily available data on annual incomes or earnings. He concludes:

. . current earnings distributions are a function of the

age composition of the population and the distribution of

earnings over the lifetime of the individuals making up

the population. There is no feasible way in which one can

construct earnings distributions standardized for these

factors because they interact in a multiplicative manner.

(pp.. 249-50)

He argues that the information available from annual earnings distribu-

tions is almost-impôssible to interpret. The facts that income souroes

other than earnings-also vary systematically over the life cycle, that

the family or other unit sharing income also varies more or less systemati-

cally over time, and that thc "age" of a family unit is at best an

ambiguous concept all reinforce Stoikov's pessimistic conclusion.

Morton Paglin (1975) has recently revived a techni e pioneered by

George Garvy (1952) in an original and ambiy.ous'effort o resolve the

problem of inferring changes in lifetime income distribution from annual

6
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income distributions. Paglin argues, first, that all standard measures

of inequality such as the Gini coefficient and the Lorenz curve implicitly
A

accept,perfect equality of annual incomes as ehe basis for measuring

equaliky of well-offness. He further argues, like Soikov, that if we

instead aècept equality of lifetime income as our basis, standard

0, measures of inequality may give wrong and misleading answers about the

true extent of'inequality at a moment in time and about changes in

inequality over time. To solve the problem of inferring inequality in

lifetime incomes from data on the distribution of annual incomes in a

'world of changing age compositon of the population, changing age-income

profiles,, and systematic growth in the size of incomes, Paglin (1975)

defines perfect equality at.any point in time as "equal incomes for all

families at the same stage of their life.cycle, but not necessarily equal

40,
incomes between different age groups" (p. 602).

To make this definition.operational, Paglin then uses Garvy's

technique for decomposing total inequality in annual incomes into a/

component due solely to age differences and a componAnt due to true

inequality, i.e., inequality of incomes within age groups. He does this

by constructing an age-group Lorenz curve and'a corresponding "age Gini"

by ranking age groups (by age of family heads) in order of size of mean

_incomes and calculating the Appropriate cumulative percentages of family

units and incomes, The,total (Lorenz) Gini can then be decomposed into

the age Gini and the residual true (Paglin) Gini measuring inequality

within age groups. Applying this technique to the CPS time series on

money income of families, Paglin finds a marked trend towards greater

equality over the postwar period. According to Paglin, the Lorenz Gini

6
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value was .378 in 1947 and .359 in 1972 (compare tspTable 3) while the

Paglin Gini was .303 in 1947 and only .239 in 1972. He attributes this

result to the effect of the expansion of higher edweation in producing a

greater arching of the average age-income profile over the period and to

changes in the age composition of the population: increases in the rela-

tive number of low-income very young and Very old grdups. He concludes

that after such obscuring factors are removed from the annual income

data by his technique, the residual Paglin Gini results.show a sub-

stantial decline in inequality over the 1947-1972 period that cannot be

seen in the unadjusted (Lorenz) Cini results (pp. 603-405).
5

Paglin's work has been subjected to much criticism. The first and '

most fundamental objection to his technique for decomposing inequality is

that he does not adequately justify why age, and only age< should be

chosen as the variable to use in the.partitign of total inequality into

two categories. .As Minarik (1976) has argued, Paglin implicitly assumes

that for perfect equality to obtain, all families with heads of the same

age should have.the same inpome regardless of-other attributes. Minarik

suggests a number 6f variables other than age which might plausibly be

used as the basis for further decbmpositon of total inefluality, such as

years of schooling of thead of the family or number of earners in the

family. He constructs an age-schooling Gini by use of the Paglin technique

for constructing the age-Gini and shows.that, from 1965 to 1972, his

4

measure of the residual, "true" inequality reverses the trend result he

obtains by use of the Paglin Gini for the same period. According to

Minarik, the Paglin Gini fell from .239 in 1967 to .237 in 1972, while

his adjustO Paglin Gini--obtained as the residual from the Lorenz

0 7
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Gini by netting out the age-schooling Gini--rose from .167 to .173.

Thus. Minarik's work makes clear that Paglin's results are sensitive to

his"choice of age as the only variable used to partition total inequality

into.age-related (irrelevant) and.Paglin (relevant) components.

Dan2iger, Haveman and SMolensky (1977),have shown, moreover,.that

e/' Paglin's technique for constructing his age Gini and residual Paglin

Gini estimates confounds the effects on inequality of changes in the age-
.

income profile, the Age.composition of the population, and interfamily

inequality within each'age group. They recalculate Paglin's.results from'

disaggrhgated CPS data for 1965 and 1972 and estiMate that'the Paglin

Gini fell forom .1812 to .1699. This result did not reflect a decrease

'in within-cohort iniquality. The change in within-cohort inequality

contributed to an increase in total inequality. Their technique for

decomposing the sourc s of changes in inequality over time appears to

be more fruitful than the Garvy-Paglin alternative.

,

Paglin's critics have also disPuted his assertion that "the question

of the optimUm ageincome profile is a different issue from that of

equality as commonly conceived . . ." (p. 601). In fact, as Danziger,

Haveman and.Smolensky argue, it is conceivable that.a number bf circum-

stances could.cause the age-income profile to change in such a way as. to

increase the value of the'age Gini by more:than the value of the Lorenz

Gini, and thus to decrease the degree of inequality as measured by the

value of the residual Paglin Gini. Not all..of such circilmstances would

be considered truly_5.54alizing by most economists or policymakers. The

44
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complex issue of the optimum age-income profile cannot be avoided by,the

use of pae Paglin measure of inequality_in studying the postwar trend in

Inequality,

Paglin shows himself to be well aware of ;he income concept and

income unit issues, but data limitations force himpo rely on the CPS

money income of familie series in,his study of the postwar trend in

ineq lity. Both the money intoMe Concept ahd the Census family unit for

Ahese dataare particularly inappropriate for his attempt to iaer from

erem the.trend in lifetime inequality. The moneyiptcOie concept omits

'a variety of nonmonetary.forms of income whith vary greatly over the

.life cycle and which have grown in relative importance in the p6stwar

period. As noted above, the relative numbers of very young and very old

individuals who receiver relatively large amounts of nonmonetary income

haye also grown in this same period. For this reason, the trend in Paglin's

age Gini baSed on moneytincome is Iikelyro be severely biased upwards

relative to the true vaWe Vased on a comprehensive income concept, and

the,trend in hi4t residual Pagan Gini is thus likely OD be biased downwards.

'Paglin's technique for constructing his age Gini-value is Criticallv

dependent on the proper classification by age of certain income receipt's

over one's lifetime. Two extremehypothetical cases help illustrate this

pOint. If a law required employers to spread out lifetime earnings of .

,workers evenly in annual paymetAs over a.lifetime ca r, the age Gini

would aPproach a value of zerci: .If, instead, employed were requir to
4

pay, out/all earnings in a .lump sum at the age of retirement, with 'all

previous payments considered advances orloans before the final reckoning,

the age Gini would approach a value of unity. These cases are unrealiptip;

6 9
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of course, but institutions sup as unions may affect the timing of a

given lifeeime total of wage and salary payments over a pem6on's working

ife, and,it i8 at least conceivable that institutional practices have

changed in such a way since World War II as to introduce some bias in one

direction or the other into the Paglin age Omni trend.

growth of the Social S4nFity-system in the postwar peri

I.'74I;,

important in this reipect; as was explained J'Vetion 2

The large relative

od is especially

To some degree,

is.arbitraAr.the age classification of Social Security retirement benefits

Paglin's use of CPS money income implicitly accepts an extreme.age classi-

fication of such income ana.incorporates it.all in the income of his oldest

cohort in calculating the value of his age GinL Other age classifications

f this income might yield quite different results for his t2Ke series

on'age and Paglin GIni values.

Finally, the family unit is inappropriate,for Paglin's purposes, as

he is Well aware. This time 8,eries neglects all unrelated individuals,.

who increased in relative numberi over the postwar period. The age of

the head of a Census family is not an.unambiguous measure of the "age"

of all the persons in the family. As older and younger individuals have

increasingly split apart from the standetd:.nuclear family, the mean and

the variance Of the ages dividUaiswithin families headed by individu

a given age may have v d systematically. Age Ie7rucial to Pagli

que for .decompbsing inequality ovet time but .it is inaPpropriately

:

measured in the time series on which he telies.

7 0
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4. CONCLUSIONS'

"

Danziger and,Smolensky (1976) conclude their review of the-evidence

on postwar inequality in the United States as follows:

Whether inequality is increasing or decreasing, by no matter

how small an amount, seem's to carry an enormous emotional

and ideological charge../ .Fox,that 'reason, there needs to be

available a consistent and accurate record of the past,

with All the qualifications quantified. Such a record does

,not exist. (p. 10).

As should be ot;vious from my own review of the evidence, I concur with

their conclusion. I cannot accept the evidence on the trend in inequality

drawn from the CPS or cther available sources as a reasonable approximation

of the true trend because I dispute the contention that any biases in the-

data can be expected to persist over time and not affect the dominant

trend movement,very much. In fact, there are strong reasons to believe
.5.

that the'ltárious factors that could bias,Che,basic data on'inequality

:have certaivil strong trend movements of their own whose importance dannot

yet.be quantified.

/

The biases'atem from deficiencies in the income concept, the income

'unit and the income accounting period In Ae basic time series data. The

, tax and trán1pfr structure of the United States incorporates strong-
A' Ik

indentives fcr the reported money incomes of'factors of production to

diminish and even disappear, and for substitutes in the form of leisure

and various nonmonetary returns,to develop in their place over time.

,These incentives in the tax system existed long before World War II, of'

7 1
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course, but we cannot dismiss their effect on postwar developments unless

we believe that the situation in 1947 was one of general loba7run equilib-

rium with respect to the tax structure. ,The postwar increases in the

relative number of individuals facing high marginal taX rates on factor

money tacomes and in the general education lev.el and tax awareness of

the popplation have been forces likely to cause a decline in reported

factor money incomes relative to comprehensive incames over the period.

The devblopment of a large system af government cash and in-kind transfers
4

has come about only since the war, particularly in the last decade. Like

the tax system, it contains incentives for the reported money incomes of
*.1

factors to diminish and disappear and. for nonmOnetary substitutes to

develop. The quantitative importance of these-tax and transfer incentives

'a

in affecting measured trends in inequality cannot yet be.gauged.

Related points.apply to systematic changes in the income unit over

the postwar period. The development-of the Social Security and related

public and private retire&nt and disability programs has been an important

factor in the large growth in the relative number of retifed individuals

andlicouples living apart from their children in separate'hoUseholds on

relatively loW money incomes. Increasing levels of.affluend have also

led t9 more family splits4and to the formation of new households headed .

by very young individuals, again with relativelk low money incomes.

Several economists have hypothesized that living apart from relatives

is a form of nonmonetary consumption that is

data sources on personal and family incomes.

developments affecting the basic income unit

7 2

omitted from conventional

These systematic postwar

cannot be expected to wash
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4>
out in measuring the tr4nd.in inequality of money incomes of the family

-

or combined f4mily and unrelated individual income units.
+Or

The fact that virtually all available income data are for an annual

accounting period cipates further complex difficulities in interpreting

the postwar trend in inequality. The secular increase in years of schooling

and other forms of human capital investment has increased the peakedness

of the age-earnings profile of individuals: The trend to earlier retire-
.

ment has had the same effect, espe ially'if we measure income only in money

terms. The relative increase i_ e number of income units headed by

10
the very young and the very old reinforces the tendency to more peakedness.

Yet none of these developments is unambiguously unequalizing if we accept

a lifetime gr some alternative iong-term basis for measurement of inequality.

We know in fact that many of the people in'the bottom quintile of the

money*income distribution in 1974 were not there One, two,'or three

'decades earlier. Some of them were children or not yet born in the 1940's,

while others were in the labor force with money incomes above the upper

limit of the bottom quintile. Paglin's covtribution emphasizes the

crucial importance of the income accounting period to our quantitative

knowledge about the trend in true inequalitr in the postwar period.'

What is to be done? To mhat extent can we reduce our ignorance

.through further theoretical and empirical work? The Several research

efforts summarized in this paper point the way: future research should

attempt simultaneously to correct deficiencies in the basic money concept

and to standardize the distribution for changes in demographic composition.
A

This can be done properly only with disaggregated microdata sets, which

0 limits extension of such work only as far back as the mid 1960' . I am
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Panel data also should thalCe possible-empirical reseatch into inequality

based on long-term account±hg periods. I Cannot offer constructive sug-
.

gestions fot improving on Paglin's treatment of the problem with only.

conventional data sources based on annual income. Even with good,panel

data, however, a study of the' distribution of the long-term incomes of

all persons originally in the sample faces enormous conceptual and compu-

tational.,difficulties as original family units split and new'ones form

over time. My own inclination is to avoid the income accounting period

as mdch as possible.by measuring the,inequality of incomes--annual or

long-term--within cohorts, as narrowly limited by age as possible.

Paglin (1975) has argued against this alternative on the grounds of

important practidal data problems and because ". . . even if we had a

truly age- ific Gini, we would have the problem of Weighting and

combining f ftr-some measures into one 'coefficient" (p. 602). He has

a strong case if it is really necegsary to summarize al] of 4 complex
.

reality into one number. I would argue that.several numbers are necessary

to'summarize adequately the ex'perience of several cohorts that differ

greatly in the ratio of their expected future consumption to total life-
,

time consumption because of differences in age and life expectancy.

As nOted in section 2, the,lifetime income perspective suggests the

desirabilitTOf joint observations over time on consumption, wealth and

!'
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age. Although such data do mit exist, available disaggregated microdata

on consumption exPenditures from the BureaU of Labor Statistics Surveys

.of Consumer Expenditures for 1960-61 and.1971-72 could be exploited to

study the badly neglected consumption aspects of trends in inequality.
4

w
TO be s e, consumption data are no easier to interpr*t than income data

IYIras mea ures of econoMic welloffness. Thgy are not clearly better oliv

Worse than similar income data, but Utley do offer a different perspective,

In addition, it seems to that there is much to be learned about

trends in inequality from t e study of the distribution of particular

'categories of consumption in the United States' ovek ti Stanley

Lebergott (1976) has recently published some fascinating estimates

changes in the prevalence of certain forms of consumption since 1900

among the total population (pp. 248-98). He reports, for example, that

the number of nonfarm workers.taking vacations rose from 6 percent in

1901 to 80 percent in 1970; that the number of urban households with
4

boarders or lodgera fell from 23 perc nt in 1900 to only 2 percent in

19701 that, the.number of fami

percent in 1900 to G3 percent

running Water rose from 24 percell.

ng their own hothes rose from 47

that the number of homes with

to.'8 perCent in 1970; that

the number of -families with central heating rose:from 1 percent in 1920

'to 42.percent in 1940 to 78 percent in 1970; and that the number of

families with electric lighting prose from 3 Ofroent in.1900 to 35 percent

in 192.0 to 99 percent in 1970. All these estimates give us information

about trends in certain aspects of inequafity 'that cannot be obtained

from conventionalNet!,sources on total family incomes. Further research
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Lalong the lines pioneered by Lebergott Could p ide useful supplemental -

information about long-run trends in inequality.

Another alternative to conventional studies of inequality by econo-

mists is surveys asking people in various circumstances whether they are

hapPy or unhappy and to what degree. This method may appgar quaint at

best to rigorous econotic theotivs but, after all, are we not ultimately

interested in the distribution of subjeCtive utilities, rather than the

distribution of money incomes, wealth:or,material things in general?

.4,

Richard Easterlin (1973) has reIiewed.theresults of a large number of

surveys of this type for both differences over time and differences

across countries. Hiis results show very little change in the distribution

of self-reported happiness in the United S.tates in the postwar period,

despite the fact that such happiness
1
is highly correlated in any year

with incOMe and that the average'income level has increased steadily

24

during the period. In my opinion, these results on the trend in distri-

J
frion of self-reported happiness are no more and no less informative

than the results on trends in income inequality derived from the' CPS.

Finally, I wish to raise the question of why we are concerned with

determining the trend in inequality. Many writers devote singleminded

attention to the inequa ity issue without askil0 why the answer is

important. Fox som ,'it can be used as a weapon either to defend or to

attack the "system-. For those without strong ideological commitments,

the answer to the question of whether inequality has risen, fallen, or

stayed the same is of only moderate interest.
25 Even if we could

resolve all the conceptual and data problems, it is not clear what use

We could make of the answer. If it could ever be established empirically,

7 6
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for example, that the Lorenz curve for well-offness 4.n 1976 lay everyCihetre

closer to the line of perfect equality than the corresponding curve for

1946, that fact by itself would'ilot be compelling elfidence that our

society was becoming more .tust, more humane or, all things considered,

better. It would all depend on the sources of the equalizing trend.

Achieving the goal of more equality would not lead us closer to the good

society if it involved too many sacrifices in other areas such as growth

in the general level of'material well-offness, fair treatment of high

ability women married to high-income men, and horizontal equity in

government programs.
,

Furthermore, for most people, inequality of well-offness.is prohably

tog general and vague a eokc

lig*
berof any great, abiding interest.

Rather, people seem more concerned about specific aspects of inequal,ity.

0
such as: (1).equality of opportunity; e.g., Does society provide racial

idnorities With opportunities equal to those of the white majorityl

(2) alleviation of outright poverty; e.g., DoeS y provide all

'people unable (or unwilling) to support thems es with a decent minimum

'standard of living? (3) extreme ç 1t1os of'wealth and power; e.g.,

.Is .

. Why does our society allow the s 'ng 'generations of a John D.
,

Rockefeller to have the wealth ( d often,the accompanying political

power) amassed by an ancestor decades before? These are the kinds of

concrete issues that should be the focus of future study of'trends in

inequality.

1
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NOTE,

1Two recent studies that focus on cyclical aspect's of.postwar

inequality are Blinder and Esaki (1976) and Budd and Whiteman (1976)

2However Blinder and Esaki (1976) report results suggestin that

the lack of microdata prior to 1958 makes the 1947-1957 apd 1958-1974

CPS series inconsistent.

"'Budd (1970) gives detailed attention to intersecting Lorenz curves

for annual CPS money income distr tions after World War II. He con-
AN, 1

cludes that between 1947-1948 and the mid-1960s the'shares of the wo

bottom quintiles and the top 5 percent fell, while the shares of t1e

middle and upper portion of the distribution rose. This pattern

cannot be found in extensions of the same time ieries into the 1970'

4U. S. Bureau of the Census P-60, No. 101 (1976). The P-60 Series

of the Bureau's Current Population RepOrts fully documents all the

concepts and procedures discussed in the text. Number 85 (1972) in this

0 series gives an especially good discussion 'of the limitations of the

data and compares and contrasts the CPS with alternative data sources.

5For fuller discussions of the issues, see Atkinson (1975, Chap. 4);

Morgan (1962); Morgan et al. (1962); and Morgan (1965).

6See Goode.(1976, Chap. 2) for a recent treatment and Okner (1975)

for an extensive empirical ptudy of income distribution based on a compre-

hensive definition of income.

7Data pn these three trends can be found in the Manpower Report of

the President (U. S. President, 1975): (1) The median years of school

7 1
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completed.by the civilian labor force rose from 10.9 years in°1952 to

12.5 years in 1974 (rable B-9, p. 264); (2) The -labor force participation

rate of 'white males aged 65 and over fell from 46.5 percent in 1948 to

percent in 1974 (Table A-4, p. 208); (3) The labor force participation

of married women, husband present, rose from 22.0 percent in 1948 to

43.0 percent in 1974 (rable B-4, p. 254).

Data on trends in the number of earners for each quintile of families

over the postwar period is available in U. S. Bureau of the Census,

Current Population Reports, Series P-60, various volumes.

8
See Scitovsky (1973). He makes the extremely important point that

the net market wage rate for an individual enj ing a pleasans.and challenging

market job not only undeAtates the net return to such employment but also

understates the value of leisure time. His point emphasies the problems

of measurement arising from omission of the nonmoney benefits of a job.

from standard measures of income.

More practical problems arise in imputing the' value of nonmarket time

with available data. Net.wage rates must be imputed or measured with a

great deal of error for mindivi4uals. The concept of voluntary.

"leisure" time is difficult to Make operational and the amount, of such

time fOr any individal can only be approximated 'with available data. For

ow)

further discussion of these issues, see Sirageldin (1969).

o
'Garfinkel and Haveman (forthcoming) have made the most ambitious

attempt to develop a more comprehensive income measure along these lines
4

by estimating the "earnings capacity" of income units as an alternative

to actual eatnings. They define earnings capacity as the net returns a

fsmtly tmuld anticipate if it were employing its resources at full capacity.

7 9
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m.441.

They then explore the implications for inequality in a single year when

earnings capacity is used as the underlying income concept in place of

actual earnings. See also similar work by Moon (1975).

-3110
Ta put the point somewhat differently, the equalizing effect of

inci-eased labor force participation of wives since World War It as

measured in the CPS time aeries on money'income probathy somewhat over-'

states the true equalizing effect on comprehensive income. Past

experience may not be a good predictor Of the future, as thetrend to

more market work may in the future affect relatively more woMen with

high-income husbands.

11See-the evidence dn realized gains cited in Miller (1971, p. 52),

,and in U. S. Bureau of the Census (1966, p. 6). Alsp see the estimates

in Browning (1976b) for the single year 1972.

12See Smith (1974, Table 16, p. 172) ior estimates of the distribution

of various categories of assets among persons in 1569.

1 1#
3But'see Hollister and Palmer (1972) fora pioneering contribution

on(the effects of price changes on the status of the poor.

z
14
Data in this paragraph come from b. S. Bureau of the,Census, Current

Population Reports, Series), Pf60, NO. 101 and earlier volumes. Also see

-U. S. Bureau of the Census, rends in the Income of Families and Persons

in the United States 1947-1964 (1967).

15 5ee Seneca and Taussig (1971) for a recent paper estimating a set

of equivalence scales and for a bibliography. Equivalence scales in general

use have weak conceptual and empirical bases. Thus the choice of a set

of N* deflators raises a number of difficult, unresolved issues.

8 0
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74

This framework was suggeSted to me by A. B. Atkinson in'a personal

correspondence.

17
For similar kinds of evidence, see the studies by Bemis, and Morgan

* ,

(1975), and Kohen, Parries, and Shea.(1975).

Alan Blinder informs that two recent unpublished studies suggest.

IPthat inequality-of the li etime income of persons is about 25 percent less

r
than inequality of annual income.

)
A few years ago, I sed the 1960=-61 Survey of Consumer Expenditures

. .

microdata on'urban families to estimate tke following Gini coefficients

for incobe and consumption expenditures:

Age tof Head Income ,Consumption

All ages .348 .304

Less than 25 .245 .226

25-34 .244 .218

35-44 .269 .238

45-54 .333 .292

55-64 .380 .328

65 and over .456' .369

19Lester Thurow (1975) in this country and A. B. Atkiison (1974, 1975)

in Britain are two exceptions to these generalizations. They both have

given wealth a central role in their studies of inequaliv.

20
This procilLre was first employed by Weisbrod and Hansen (1968).

For some of the distributional consequences,Of using their methods on

disaggregated microdata, see TauSsig (1973).

21_eor a discussion of these two perspectives, On the SoCial Security

system, see Pechman, Aaron and Taussig (19681.

1

22
Also -ee Brownings's /(1975, 1976a) relate earch reporAs.
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1 23 It may also be the cause of his result that putting income on a

' per capita basis makes the annual distribution.mote equal. Morgan (1962,

p. 271) reports evidence fpr the opposite result. Browning obtlIns his

'per capita result by dividing total adjusted income in each family

quintile by the number of people in the families in each quintile. But

this procedure is sure to rerank drastically the true distributi'on and

thus greatly exaggerate the equalizing effect hevstimates. Also, as

explained in the text, his version of a per capita distribution is not

really one which incorporates as'income units all persons in the population.

24.The survey results are from R. A. Easterlin, "Does Economic Growth
A

'Improve the Human Lot?" in P. A. David and M. W. Reder, edi'tors, NatiOns

, and- %useholds in Economic Growth. Essays in Honor of Moses Abramovitz.

New York': Academic Press, 1974. As cited in Scitovsky (1976, Table 6A,

p. 13,.

25Reynolds and Smolensky (1977, Chap. 1) provide a good summary 0

views on this issue.

1.)
41
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, ConfereAe Overview:
Conceptual Isaues, Data Isstlig, auld Policy Implications

..''.

On OCtober 29'and 301976, the Instttute for Research oryoverty
0

sponsored a conference on the trend-In7-inequalgty of well-siffness in
..

the Unitectes sinoMeerld War II. About twenty expertS from the.
...

.
:.1"" '.4

B.0

-academic community and'government participated. ,Michael'.Tsitissfei----
4. .

review of the literature and .summary of tEhe issues provided background

-mattrind., served as a starting pdint for discussion. Wis essaY

summarize4rthe discussion.of the conference participants and raises

additional:issues cent al to theA measurement and interpretation. of the

tread in incAfte inequali

The conference was motivated by a recent debate in the literature

on the trend in inelOality since World War II and-ihe possible effe

of the public s&or on this trend. At the core of thislibate is
4

yv
,.

disagreement.as to the comprehensiveness and..teliablif of Available

q. , 11

time-series data. For the overall-post-World War II period snd.Most

'bal. 'riot all subperiods, the annual Current PoPUlation Survey (CPS)

-
the major source of data on peronal income, indicates that inequAli

-

amonehouseholds has tieen quite stable.

thisIndAlcation of Stability has recently been challenged.

Several economists have argued that,inequality has dWined-sdbstantiell.

but that thAdecline has been obscured tn the gs either because

income is defined to exert in-kind transfe*s (e.g., Medicare,1Kedicaid,

4
; Food StAaps, Public educatiOn); ot because users of the data. fail to consger

. . 4
Properly the relatively-rapid grawth of iMaller aged, young;,7and

female-headed household which,- on average, have law incomes. Some of

4r.

70:!£

.
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-AIL economists have linked problems with the definitions of income

and.recipient unit ty arguing that it is the growth of transters (both

cash and im--kind) which has led to the falling proportion of'households

headed by males in the prime working ages--thus the irony that increased

transfers may simultaneously yield greater equality of economic well7being

and greater measured.income inequality. ,Others have concluded that these

r
critias have overstated their case. All oe these studies queStion the.

effectiveness of policies"designed to alter the trend in inequality,

producing such diverse conclusions as all that needs to be done tas

beerkdone, (2) nothing has been done, ).nothing can be done.

There is a cànsensus, howgver, that statements concerning the 1-wid,g, _

,

il inequality are sensitive to the ch" of income-reèeiving units,

and the choice of income concepiAand that government actions affect_
,-

' iiii..
,.1v .

11,
both recipient units idd the form of income. ,these chottes often dinaif

,

.
,..., :.

by data deficiencies, bias estimates of thaltrend: While the various
,.,.,.

.

iases have beenanumergted in the Ilterat te, thetr magnitude and
411

,

The conference fwmat was designed gotcatalogivhat was known about

hpiach of these biases affected the level of inequalfty And its trend,

Threeeessions focused on teasurement,issuest , (1) "Inequality of What:"

Some Issues in the Defini n of ,Income," (2) "Inequelitvamongat 401.

rlsome Issues in the Deilnition of the Recipient Unit;" and (3) "Public ".

1,

ection have not been systematically measured.

.Budgets and the Trend in Inequadky." A find'iession Was devoted to

summing up the positive issues and relating them to any policy imolications

which might be d

7.1
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It is ironic that the fbllowing statement, written in 1920 by

Hugh Dalton, could have served as an introduction to this conferences

The qupstion whetper the inequality of income is increasing4

or decreasing in modern communities is one of the most importsnt

questions in economics. Many writers have attempted to answer it,

but their answers do not generally carry much conviction. To

determine whether, under modern conditions, inequality tends

to increase Or decrease, involves the enumeration of a large

number of distinct and conflicting tendencies and the weighing

and balancing of them one againii the.other (quoted -in Brady,.

1951, p.4).

Dalton's statement served the saliofunction at a National Bureau

of Economic Research (NBER) conference On the size distributidn of

income 'field in 1949.1cceisive generations of economists have .

addressed distributional issues, but thesetemainlargely'untisolved.

sflity'ygars after Dalton, we still attach normILve significance,
. ,

to the trend iminequality, stillcannot agree as to what the trend,
actually has'been, and still 'endtielur oonfirences witll a call tOr more

,

and better data. What follows is atsummary of the&verty Institute's

';

1476 conference on income inequalltV.

*,

CEPTiike;AND DATA ISSUEB

The Current Population SurVey attempts Ito measUre the annual mbney

%
income of indiiidualS and families, rathOthan the consumption

. .

plus changfs-/O: net wortAbf units within.which-consumption is
=4.

t...f

4sat:

4

4

.11111.
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* shared. The available data'deviLte from the theoretical norm in at

leaSt eight ways, relatiglpo the income concept, recipient unit,

'and accountinvperiod, 'These data probleml, detailed by Taussig,end

,, *.ZA -

d isc ussed attheConerence,,,affectr-the-meilikureMent of both the

level and, treng00
0

ncome. ,

_

Table 1, whitWiiStti these major data problems, is discussed below.
2

Illror each problemI have indicated the direction, of the bias on the level
. ,C,

and trend of inequality. Taussig's review rgeals that 1.tes eize of most

of the biases has not been determined; In fact, Taussig concludes that

the sign of some ok these biases remains unknown.' Conference participants

offered their opinions as to the direction of some-of these biases and

I have atte d to speculate beyuedomMEdiscussio

A majority of confereno# participants would probably agree on their

"best guess" as to what a perfect_data-sourcewould reveal: less

inequality in any one year than is shown by the CPS, and.a slightly

:greater trena toward less inequalitrftelThe, (A 01 in Table 1 ilIcates

that the measurementPproblep leads to anoversiatemeiltt by the(da.ta

of the actual leVel [or trend] of inequality. If tke data probleMS were.

rem sured inequality would be 'less [and ihe trend would be 40

',ward lees inequalityYtha4 the data now indicate.) The overall t4eanc1441v

.e_wou'Ilbe only slightly af4ectadpifialthe iSsues to-be

let because each one mikes liftle difference but because the diffei6ceS
, .

reMed ed,

would offset eachNother.

'

11

J
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Table 1

Problems in the. CPS Meapurement of the 1976 Level and the
Post-World War II Trend of Inequality of Well-Offness

Exclueionpof in-kind transfers

Exclusion of work-relaied
perquisites'

Exclusion of realized and
unrealized changes in net
tiOtth

Exclusion of'taxes

Exclusion of the value of "enure,.
home production, and'achool
att.endance

(a): of Fives

(b): of the Young andthe Old
and female heads of
:household's'

Failure to adjustTfor the.' r.
,r,ncompbsition of Living units

4 ;, Moneyjincone underreporting

Ahhual aCCc;unting PleriOd

A sumilhg up

-4. 10

Understatement or Overstatement

ob.

, Level .

,

Trend

+.

NOTE: A (+) iadicatea ..tilat.the CPS methodology leads to
Qf etther the level ot trend in inequality; a (-),
to, aelniderstatement; a:(7)that the direction is

11

a.

4'

9-5.

0

an.overptarethent
that,it 4ad's
uncertain.
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ExclUsion of In-Kind Traitsfers

TTh

1.r
with DepensisnCdhildren and Social Security'are

,90

Witransfers from public programs such as Aid to Families

includedias income in the
P.

CPS, in-kind transfers prom other public programs such as FOod Stamps

and public housing are eicluded. Both types of%transfers raise the level

of economic well-being of consumption unit's. . Since the benefitl of
(

in-kind transfer programs are .distliQuted primarily te*hose with lower-

than-average incomes, their

in any year. IE.recent

usitn.overstates the levet:of inecwatity

d-tr.ansfers haVe grown at a faster
.

'rate than either,cash ir r earned income, and

as a percentage of perdt itChave

\
of their exclusion incea1th their

the trend toward more uality.

Exclusion of Work-Related Perquisites
,

Just as the government subsidizes

commodities for those with low incomes

as Medicare, employers

through- noncash

-Insurance, life
44

kind transfer,

increased. Thus, the effect

relati virOft ortance.and overstates

the purchase of certain

through,a.non-cash program such

subsidize the purchase, of

comp4nents

insurance,

of comipensation, such

7
and6vested pensions.

similar commodities

as gioup health

As workfts 'incomes,

and hence the marginaltax rates they'face, increase, the value of an

Additional. Sll'ar of untaxed, employer-p . ided fringe banefits,!MAY

'

even exceed the value of an additional dol ar of taxable earning
3

In
f

411P 1:-' 4 1the:past twenty-five years, empler-provided p qu Vtes have $rown
9

, . .

rIgrapidly.than earnings. Tlelexcldsidn of such benefits, unlike the

7°
- I v

, -*-
:
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exclusion of in-kind transfers, understates he level.and.trend Of

inequality because they benefit.only thoSe with earnings,.and are
,N

distributed more unequallythan earnings.

The differences bettbeen the exclusion of in-kind transfert and the

exclusion of job perquisites Are striking, and tempt one toassume they

-offset each Other.' However, What Is known aVout the distribution of

the latter is sufficient to determine only thedirection and.not the .

magnitude of.these biases.

:Exclusion of Realized and Unrealized Changes in Net Worth

Two indiyiduals with the same money Incoie but vastlydifferent

wealth holdings are considered tobe equallyWell-off by the CPS. If,

one of these individuAls holds an interest-lbearing.sayings account

While the other holds a block of shares (putchased At the samAtOtal

cost) in a corporation with no divid d payment but'with accumulated

retained earnings, true inequality in he Command over resources is

understated. The CP8 neglects.tb) unrealized oApital gains in this .

exaMple, as well as all realized capital gains that occur in the yeai.

Since wealth is distributed more unqually tlian is income, and'is

;

hkely correSet-dwith income, and stnce the returns to wealth may be

distributed even mote unequally than wealth holdings, the exclusion..

of these returns understates the level of inequality in AilY year: Hawever,,

as Joseph Pechman pointed out at the conference, the exclusion is

likelyto,haVe overstated the trend toWard more inequality in the recent.past

because the relative'importance of the nonemployment and ri ontransfer

components of Personal indOme has.declined (due in part,to a depressed

stock market).
.

97
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ExclusiorVof Taxes'

The wOrk by Pechman and Oknerj (1974) and Pechman and Minarik.

(forthcoming) using microeconomic data:for 1966,and.1970, and the work

by Reynolds and Smolensky (1977) using'aggregate data for 19(0, 1961, and

1970 suggeit that the tax systeM is mildly progressivesin any one year and

that the exclusion of taxes overstates the level of inequality'. 'But

the changing composition'of tax revenues--the growing relative impbrtance,

of the federal payroll tax and state and loeal'taxes--has led to'an

erosion of this progressivity over tinie, and to:an actual understatement

of the trend towarcyeas

Exclusion of the Value of Leisure, Home Production,_and School Attendance '

Since World War II there have been dramatic changes in the age and

'sex composition of the labor force and of household heads. The young,

the old, and males acco t for'a smaller portion of the labor force,

while the young, the ol and women account for a larger portion of.

household heads. Some of thise.changes occurred beRuse of exogenous

changes in birth rates, death rates, the deeire to work, and the demand

fOr.:educatiOnoand increases in incoMetlevels.. Others occurred in
. .

response to changes in the govern1 t transfer system. In particular,s;)

A

increases in the levels of iransfer.payments, both .absolutely and relative

to wage rates, tend tO reduce work hoUrs and labor force participation

rates and encourage households thatl-iri'earlier times would have been

composed of one or mote earners and perhaps one or more transferrecipients

to break apart. DivoLe, made economically feasible in instances where

9 8
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n the pest, may have added to,the numher of hoUSeholds

headed by transfer recipients. Thus, the transfer system affects the

level'and distribution of both pretransfer and "final" income, the siz

and composition of, households, and household headship characteristics

While the behavioval relationships underlying these 4henges are not

well understood, conference participants atiempted to piece togeth

'their.effects on the level and trend of inequality.

. .

are discussed as part of the fifth and sixth meaSurement problems,

These effects

Tably.2.

_Suppose two individualsreceive>the sameHWeekly earnings,' but.
e

one works sixty hours per week whilethe second works.onlyriotty.

.
The CPS Considers'each individual to be equelly well-off,' but a f

comprehensive det4nition of well-being would consider the earner

'9
with gteater leisure to be better off. The excluSiOn of the value.

4

of leisure and of other nonmarketouses of time, sUch as home productiore

'or school attendance, biases the measurement differently fqr various

demographic groups,

When a housewife enters the labor fotce and accepts a job,

famay.money income increases but the increase in economic welfare,

4

is not commensurate with this rise. :If a housekeeper 1.8 hired/To perforft
-

/ r '

some, of the duties previously performed by the woman, then the change.

'in faMily income will overstate the change in well-being

overetatement o curs if the woman (or anOther family mber) confinue4
I -

to dO !he house okk, since the c e in well-beingdue.:to'the'increastd

reduction in leincome is partilly offset by the-

4. 9 9
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'

Hence, the inclusion of the earnings of working'wives, uidjusted.

for increased housekeeping expenses,:oyerstates their family's eli-being.

The.exclusion,of the value of leisure understates the well-being\of

.amilies with nonworking wives. $ince wives whose husbands have

ehrnings have belOwoyerage labor force participation rates, the

/.

i h

understatement:of wellbeing occurs relatively more towards the top

Of the indome distributionand the dverstatement relatively more iciwerda
op): , -

the middle,of the dist4bUtion: the'level of inequality is understated.

The skular increase in labor force particlpation by married,Women whoae,

.1, ,

.husbands do not haVe high incomes implies that inequality in money

. .

income.A.s becomiqgvrallel to inequality in well-being, and thdt the
,.'rc

i.
.

P
,s4

trendThas also J.,0en understated.

T.' ''
,

,

Differenceslin labdt:force participation among theyoung and'the
-4=. . ,' i, . /1;

,.,:. !

,. old overstate the level arid trend toward inequality for the same reason
. ._

that differences among wivei understate the level and trend. The.economicf.

welfare of students is understated because the corisumption benefits and the

increased value of their human caPital.deriy0.from education are

not valued; the annualjncomes Of the old are,understated becauee

their retirement leisure-is unvaluea. The Young and.the old have

lower-than-average incomes, so these understatements overatate the

level of ineqdality. The increase in .school attendance rates and
. .

refirement rata§ in the past quarter century has led to an overstatement

or the trend.

Female heads of household,alsO have below-4verage labor force

partiCipation rates and incomes, so the failure to value-their4.eisure

also overstates the level Of-inequality. The number of households headed

100
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.by females has inoreaded,"and increases in th ir.labor force participation,'

rates and incoMes have lagged behindthose o other households; these

changes overstate the trend.

Failure to"Adjust for the Composition of.Li ing Units

7

The incryase in the nutber of househo
.

headed by the yOung, the

- old, and women, and the increase in the nuzber of unrelated individuals
r-

relative to familieshowever influenced b gOvernment policies or.by

, . 4

,exogenous.forces--haye reduced average fatily size and increase& the

..

snumber of low-income living units.
o

Failure to adjust
.

fOr,these changes
. ,

._
. ,

leads to an overstatement of the level.and trend of/inequality,
'.

-. -

George GariTy (1952), pointed out that'part oiee his biasqs probably
4

due to the number and amounts of transfers .to/ihe etired and low-inCOm

units:
W.

;

Thus,,in recent years, the broader and larger transfer,pay-
- ,

ments made to an increasing-numbex of elderlx persons and

others . has augmented Aot only the number of units

separately domiciled but tOre particularly'thOse at he loWer

end of the income distribution. ParadoxiCally,- e\very

%

.process that has contributed to raising the onoti.6\

level of old andinCapacitated People and f fatilieS

relieved of respOnsibility for these d endentS at the sate

time has been reflected statistical as an increase ii the,
1"

inequality of the income site 4 ribution . . Any\

future shifts In the income d tribution of the active

population in the directi of MOre-equality are, theref re,/

likely to be obscUred st tiatically by-the offsetting afect

of additional numbers/8'f retired Units recefying transfer income .0.465.

101 .
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Many co eience participants revealed a preference for Qorrecting

this failtire by utilizing distribution6 of per capita income (or income
. .

perettlivalent adult). The same issue was discussed al the 1949

NtER conference; and DOrathy Brady's (1951) conclusion charactek4Zes the

consensus at the 1976'conference:.

If the changes in the age and.sex'distributions'of.the

. population are small enough to beJlinored, this reasonable
S

to compare distributions without regard to differences in

!'needs." In long run comparisons, changes in the'COmpasition

;

af the papulation should probably be recognized by-recourse

ta a 'sgale.of equivalents or to income distributions

-.

cstandardized ior these populaeion characteristics (pp.10-11).
4

,

However, per capita adjustments Are nOt w4thOut problems. According to

lebergott-(1976):

;Th'e simple move from using GNP as
a

4

elneasure of econobic

welfare to using GNP per capita tacitly implies that the bIi:th

f
f children reduces human economic welfare and .that death

increases it (p. 43). .,

) eiEugene §Molensky pOinted out' thatifchildren are

.

goods; a per capitA adjustmemt is unriecessa.ty. ,ThiS view was

viewed as consumption

Criticized t)ecause

cOnSumption good

while. ch4aieil may be appropriateLy
. . , .

4
f their parents, once born, they are

considered as.

individuals
0,

v
whose independent levels of econaMic welfare lhould be explicitly

4

considered..-Stholen4y countered thatii. !I:chi-It's welfare were
V

77

. considered, then a per capita adjustment imOlies tbat

a sibling reduces

V

that chIld's econoMic welfare.

1.0 2.
Alp

the birth of
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/
Whether one uses Income per recipient unit or income percapita,

t . A
i the CPS demarcation of families and unrelated indikriduals is based on

living Orrange
,

ments, not income-sharing arrapgements., These latter
% .

. .
. .

, . . ... .

.artangements may doitinue,even when indiViduals live apart fromiltheir-

fandlies. .The growta of.urilterlb&mposed of singlb individuals will

overstate the le,-/el ah-d tiend of inequality because.uhrecorded.
/

'income-sharing raisei the well-being of some units with lower-than-

average incomes.
Ir

Money Income Underreporting

While income from iemployment is'adequitely captured by the CPS,
\-

property incOme and trahsfer income are seriously underreported; and,

.Othet forms of income, such as illegal Ancomei,are totally unreported.

The'underreporting of property.idcome uhderstates theincome f the
.44.

,
e wealthy, while the underrdporting of franefers uhderstites.thl intoiSee

of the poor. .The effect on the level of inequality is thus indeterminate,

a pritori. .Johi Palmer argtied that the effect on the trend can be

determined by assuming that a constant proportion of cash transfers

is underreported.in'earh Year. Since cash*ransfers hivegrqwg felative

-to earning and piopertY incoMetin the CPS, this underreporting obscures

the:fUll extent of the equalizing effect Of transf@rs,and overgtatea,

.the trend.5
-

Annual Accounting Period

N
The appropriate, accounting period over which to measure iftequali

was one of the most controversial issues diecussed at the conference.

103 ni
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Perticipan 4 agreed that transiipry.influences cause both

,unu,qual *id unusually hig.h4annual incomes, and tbus overstate
I

SO
C

f inequality in any 1,62,a elative to that shown %ter a

.

. r,

.d,(;

loriger

t

fluctuation

periodi, participants felt that the problem- of income

,couleht.remedied by using incomes vragedoer several
et- f

yearp, whil othergAren.0 fifetiMe income concept. Lester'Thurow

and others wh op osed the lifetime income concept asserted that onlY

individuals,have lifetittle incomes and that an acteptance of the lifetitie

income concept impl'iPeNe.rejection of consuming units or families as

the retipient Unit. Edward' udd Andfloseph Pethman contended that

untertainty and capital maAe imperfections made itAmpossible.to

borrow against future income in to.operationalize lifetime income:

Others argued that if -ndividualS\

weighted.aVerage of; say, five to-t .years of income Would merge the

Terimanent income and lifetithe-income a oathes, or that the,life c7cle

e

eve high discount rates, then the '

problem could be overcome by disaggregating the population into specitic

cohorts and analyzing inequality Within cohorts. There was no

consensus as to the'effe+of using

the trend,or lifetitileincome on

A SuMmIng (-

annual income rather than permanent

Taussies reviewof the literature contrasts Edgar Browning's (1976)

conclusion of significant equalization o'fincome dvev. time)ith Morgan

Reynolds' and Eugene Sznalensk.0, (1977) conclusion of no change in'
, .

ineqUality. The consensus at the conference.placed the "true"

trend kepween these-two positions, but sOmewhat.closer to keynolds and

10



Smolensky: Ilthough man biases have a large impact on the level of

idequality, the.nat'results of these biases on the trend were judged -
.

to,be

The Data Debate .

o

. 4_ \

. ,Although I halie reported the consensus view from tfie conference,

it was an uneaiy,dne. Despite the Oeveral empirical studies reviewdd.:

..
, .

by Taussig, a-definitive answer was,,seari as too eldsive tote revealed
. . ,.., ...

. .

with existing data. Participants were nearly unanimous iii-lbheir call

,
: r 1 . . .

for new, and improveedita'sourfes., .

'.;'

Again a review'%bf the.A.949 NBER conference is instructiv4. Although

*
. o

ehat conference was-cOncerned with Measuring the size distribution in
r,

ang-oneYear, while the,1976 danferencefwaa interested in measur
. ,

trend ovee a:period of,time, the two share commen meadbrement problems

. .

and a dissatisfaction with available data sources. Yet since the NBER
1

4.

,o

conference we have accumulated.twenty-five years of CPS data, ten Years

of CPS microdata, and about ten years qf longitudinal data from the

Michigan Paner-Stfty. of Income Dynamics. If there is a lesson to be
:-

learned, it is that more data may not be a panacea.' The data is

is perhaps an excuse uaed,to dissuade us from tackling difficult . ssues

relating to the interpretation of measured.inequality.

Milton Friedthan (1951).offered this combent on the need 0(r more.

\as -.

data at the 1949 con erence:.

ti ,

11conceneration 4 nationwide estimates of the distri ution

eaas

. / .

wto link wejnow what %we want to, measure--
4w

of inaome 1

. -

at least . ,Ttleads dO to think of

.)

1.
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the problv." in termsoftgathering.more and yet"More data,

instead of analyzing those we already have

Friedman's caveat remains appropriate; our'Froblems wi4 the trend

. . . (p. 60).

in inequality are not due for the most part to data deficiencies,

but et) our uncertaintyas to theAppropriate conceptual 'constructs and

to.why we measure ineqifality. 4aussig recognizes this 'ppint at the 4.
end of hibpaperl

Finally, I wish to;raisethe question of why we are4concerned

with,determining the trend in inequality. Many writers

devote.singleminded attention to the inequality issue without

Isking why the answer is important . Even if:we could

resolue e conceptual a nd data problems, it is not
.

clear what use we ciu/4 make of the answen (p. 69).

In the aext.sectiA, I,report on'discussions at the conferenCe addressed
,,

.to pol.locy tmplications, and attempt to clartfy how we cap uge what we
4 ,

sir -"---.. .. . .measure.

2. POLICY IMPLI ATIONS

/II

Economists'have focuSed mai

.normative interpretation, of

\more amenable to anilysis. But

1.

relati

:attaching n

commenting

income inequality has

rmatiye significance to 'the trend. Arthur Bit.rns 1951),
. .

On work by Simon Kuznets ( 53),,atated.that

r
I.

V
I

y on the medsuyement, rathe .than the.

alit)because MeasUrement issues are

concern wig the poVtiye Issues,

not prevented economi$ s from
.



Thedistribution of national income Is always a vital concern

of.a free and progriessive peopli seeking to raise their

plane of living . . . Bow Amexicans and still fewer Europeani
.

are aware of thit transformation in the 'distribution of our

national income that has occurred within the past 20 yearr-a

.transfOrmation that ha's been carried out peacefully'and

.gradually, but which may already be counted as'ope of the great
%

social revolutions of hiscory.. . . ..If we are to look

Cforward constructively to a material reduction of inLome".
1

-inequalities in the future, we must seek to attain it

principally by 'raising the productivity of those at the

bottom rather than 'by transferring incb6e'from the rich to

the poor

Anreliony Crosland (1962) observed a similar secular decline in inequality

in Britain and offe'red an opposing interpretation bf she iteed for
.

furthlveductions in inequality:

41v

The inequality of living staridards in Britain, although less

. s
am,

.marked than before the war% is still greater than'shoul4 be

' .

' toleratedinaa.dembcracy. . . . The highest rewards are

41.

inordinately high--far higher than any civilized person should
,

want or need; and the lowest are inhumanly low--far loi4er'than

f . )

''any4 civilized_person:should hayesto dndure. . We want a ,

. )
more equal distribution of wealth, not becaue reaidtri6tion

today will make all,the workeria'rich; but to help create a'

more just,,united and humane community (0. 2/0.
+ :

-The conflict inherent in these interpretations may,explain the
I. _ . ,

'

reluctance of4conomidts to dwell on normative issues. However;

1 0 7.
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I. unless wi,.can agree. on some expliciti)olicy goal relating to the reduc-
..

tion of inequality, we will continue.to be mired In seemingly intractable
i

data problems.

By not artictlating a specific policy goal relating to inequality,

we.implicitly accept perfect equality--the 45 degree line pt the Lorenj

curve--as our Am. 'Carvy (1952) first recognized this dilemma:
.

Most contemporary writers on income size distribution are

concerned with measuring the degree of inequality. It is

the contention Of this paper thSt the line of abqelute

equality (or a similar absolute measure) cannot serve as a

base for an operational measure of income inequality; no

"natural" income distribution or unambiguous or generally

accelk
.

Ptab' "normatie" distribution hkas been developed that cOuld

take its place; and-the 'problem really is to identify,

isolate, and then measure the various factors that determine

relative incoMe positions, pot to "measure" inequality (p. 27).

Confirming Carvy's eontention, no acceptable normative guidepost, no

"socially desirable minimum degree of inequality (Carvy, p. 30)'.' has yet '

been developed. Despite a broad cOnSensus among econOmists that

perfect equality woad not be socially oPtimal, it,remains the benchmark

for comparison. Morton Paglin '(1975) reminded us of the.undesirability

of the ventional standard, ::,116wever,"the Paglin-Cini is not an acceptable
IP

alternative because its normative underpinnings are.at odds with

conventional notions of equity (Sbe DanZiger, HaV'eman, and Smoleneky, 1937).

Although notions of equity re diffieult,ao specify, a policy

goal relating to the reduction o poverty was articulated and implemented

in the mid71960s. -Even.though p erty 'data had not been systematically

3
1 0
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:gathered, and even though-the measUrement lasues cif Ihecidality
-

apply as well to the measurement of poverty, ttle articulation of the
-

poverty goal stiMulated scorea ofanalyses that enhanced our.unArstanding

of the phenomenbn. Studies.foctised not only on measuring povertY,Phut

also on understapding ips causea and cures.

A'speCific goalfor reducing inequality, a socially desirable

distributional standard, Is a:logical eXiension of the antipoverty .goal.

.

If one is not spe.cifiedthe measurement!issues that plagued the

conferences oi 1949 and 1976 are likely to fbrm the basis for discUssion

, ata similar donference in the year 2060 If a.goal 14 specified,
,

and if the comparison with the.adoption of.the poverty goal id valid,

.then aftention.will be foclited on analyzing the causes.and meaning

Of inequality.

The distussion At the final.sessiOn of the conferente reinforced

the eed for an explicit Policy goal. Eugene Siolensky'characterized

-.'the'Gini coefficient or any summarY measurfof.inequaiity as "a'nuMber in

search Of an interest," Admired by etonomists but probably/irrelevant

to policymakers or the general public. Robert Lampman argued that there

are a multiplicity of social Welfare goilssuch as an end to diScrithination,
4

,

.%'hy race and sex, fair taxes, full.eMplbyment,:the provision of essential

Commoditiesand that a single measure of inequality" cannOt serve as

an ihdicator of progreas in.all, or perhaps
s.

any, of these dimensions..4

Irwin Garfinkel suggested that economic wei1=being.is a function

of relative &Smell' as absolute command_over resources, and of the

surety and steadiness ofrelpurces. Illus, policies must be addressed to
-

._ . .

annual income, variationa in income,.and relative income.. Antipoverty

109
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p.n6graris attempt to raiie annual inCoMe,'While retirement; 4isability,'

,

.'and unemployment_prOgrams attempt to cus ion fluctuations in`income.

All transfer.and tak'prograis-alter'relati e income; tm e unlike polierty
,

lines or full e ployment, no specific goal-relatini to relative incomes

has been arti lated.

.

Thearticu ation 'of a goal aimed at'relative,income will not

inate normative d ficulties; various social welfare goals may still be

inconsiiient. Assume t at both 'a reduction inOe,black-white income

differential and a reductio in.incOme inequality are desired. Assume

also that a policy is adott d that raises he wages of the highest

quintiie'of 'blacks to equality with those of he highest uintile of

whites. The:policy reduces the black-white income ferentia&and raises
1

meán black incOmeS, :. but increages inequality aMong blacks and aMong the

entire population.. The optimal tradeoff between. the two,goals depends,-

f.cOurse, op the social.welfare function, including.the standard of

embedded in it.

(1971).observation on the current poverty goal reiterates

the desirability of adopting a distributional goal:
0

While income poverty is a relative matter, I.do not think.

. we should engage in frequent changes Of the poverty lines,

other than to adjust for price change. As I see it, thee
4 '

elimination of income poverty.is usefully thought of as a

one-time Operation in.pursuit of a.goal uniciue to this

senerStion. That gOal should be achieved before 1980, at

which time the next generation will have set new economic

and ocial soals, perhaps including a newdistributional

...goal for themselves -(p. '53,-emphasis added).

1 tO



_
distributional.goal reprepenta a,logical outgrowth of ye

current measure of Poverty. Any goal:will be plagued.by tmeasurement
.

issues of defining approptiate recipient unicsincome c cepts,:and time

periods of ,analysis,_ but will offer a realistic standard against which.'

(normatiVe interpre.tations can.be gauged.
,

/
/

.....

In accordance with Lampman's suggestion we "lit set the distribli-
,;

tion oal for this generation, 'after which we yioul&expect a new
/

standar to' have evolved. To say that the diatibutional goal is'only
/

temporary is not io deny its usefulness. Ba'aause we have,used perfect

:equality as the standard, inequality remaips "a number in search of

an interest." The specification of a distributional goal 'is not a

panacea, but an atitempt to Answer one of die most impdttant questions

,in economics.

/

/

_
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."NOTES,

1
Two participants at the 1976 conference, Staaey Lebergott and

-joaeph Rechma'n, mere also pariielpants et ihe 1949 ABER'conference:

.Taussig discusses many of these issues in greater detail; I have

attemptecLto avld repetition wherever possible....I refer to indiYidual'
'

conference participants only in relation to identifiatile positions they

Ovocated. As a result of the'attempt to minimize auch.pitations; T

apologize lor the failure to:citt.4g contributions of all participants.

3

4

If the emploYee.were, to choos the..fringes in d'aitUationvhere

the emplayer's,contributian could be taken as either cash fringe
.

behAfits, theb.the valUe of an additional'dollar of.untaxe quisite4

would defihitely exceed the value of an additionai taxed &afar. But.

workers are generally confronted with.a.fixed bundle-Of. Perquisites

which they may value at less than theotnployer's çmt. For example, a

young, single worker may place little value on employer-provided

life insurance.

4Conference partifipants fe4t tIat the,link between husband's

income and wife's labor force participation has recently weakened, and
0 4

might be reversing the directiOn of the bias. Ifthe womee's movement

and antidiscrimination statutes equalize participation ras of

women at all incOme levels, then measured inequality will increase (and

will.be oyerstated because of the excluSion of changes in leisure)-,

relatively larger share
.

since wives'in high-incoMe,families comprise a

of potential labor force entrants.

106
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6 P

crudely eatimated these biases,using the CPS ticrodata arid

the published underreportillg totals for the different income Sources. .;

.-

For exatple, for 1974, wages and salaries, reported:in the CPS'represent'

96.7 pe cent Of all wages and salaries; interest reported,'18.6 perdent;

unemplftment insurance rePorted, 56.2 percent... Some individuals report

.

.

all o/f:their income while Others significantly underreport, but it is

impOssible to,diating ish accUrate reporters from underreporters or
'

nonrepoiters in the.CP . Therefore, I assumed tpat each person_reported

only the average for th t income sourCe (e.g., each person who reported.

4. 'yinterest InCome reported only 8.6 percent of hip interest). Gini

I , .

coefficients of,income adjusted, for. Underreporting were then Computed':
. ,

,

. .

foi all ho4sehold Units (families and unrelated individuals) for,

'

.-:4

. .

1965 and' 1974 using the 1974 Underreporting Percentages for both years.
. ,

the Gini coeffiCienta of incomeadjUsted for underreporting Were virtually!
. ,.

r,

identical to those of reported.income for both years. AsPalmer
\ ,

sUggested the Gini coefficients of adjusted income revealed a smaller

ti4n8 toward inequality th;:n dtd"the Ginis Of reported:income. The

'failure to adjust for underreportingoVeratates the tiend.

6,I am not implying that the adbption of a policy goal will solve

the data problems: discussed; rather, a solution to the data probldms
'

iS a. necessary, but not sufficient, condition for an understanding .

-
of the trend in inequality.

11. 3
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